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~.'''(lhauoer·' s Prior:ess :~ Conquered by Compromise" I 
,-,,.,,.,. 
. .,: . 
.. 
· --·
0prop·oses to establish that the Prioress is neither; ~ per~_- · ·-
... 
f&ctly· ~t=JVOUt nun nor. a blatant hyp.ocri t·e, but is ~nstead 
... '.'. ' ....... •i"·-··-
· a characterization of ·the compromised .religious vocation . 
. 
in·whieh there is-a combination of "conscious righteousness ' . . 
-and unconscious sel·f.,...indulgence." "The .compromise. leads to 
- • f 
• inconsistency; yet., it cannot~be called hypocr_isy since it 
7 
involves self-deception rather than an attempt to deceive · 
others. Viewed as such, Chaucer's.treatment of, the Prior-
ess is ·gently satirical: 
"11-~- -
her char_~c_terization . entails only .. · · 
- - . 
minor violat_ions .of the Rule without indicat.ing attitudes 





a violent (i,eparture from the spi.ri tual ideal< o:r the re..: 
1J 
.. ligious_vocation. 
. ,,; '· 
CY Chapter I of this paper shows that critical attempts 
to ~ssess\,,·the Prioress's character and degree of culpability 
in the portrait of the·General Prologue usually employ an ~ 
. 
approach that is either (1) sympathetic and at worst only 
gently satirical or .. (?) -unsympathetic and .harshly satiri-c, 
.cal.. In these extreme-critical positions,. the Prio·ress ,is 
regarded as a sufficiently ol' perfectly de,,:out nlln or as a 
~ .' ..... .. '. 
·""··· 
blatant hypocrite. In ·a dispassionate reconciliati.on-- of · . ._. 
the_ extremes 9f. .. critical scholarship, the religious and hi_s-




that while some of .the Prior.ass·' s. ~pparent frivolities ca:Q 
. t'.< .• 
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· .be accounted for in, part by .the: practices. ot requii'ed ·. 
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~· .. -· .. :._·that· she departs from the Rule onl.y _in ·small matters. 
• ii... .• 
.. 4''. . • situation, ·therefore, makes her lightly .culpable insofar 




. -:_, . 
- · as she negle~ts to -f-ollow ·-the demands of her Rule and re-
,~-- -ligious profession strictly •. _ \ 
\ 
. Chapter II, suggests that\asid~ ~romthe s~ipula-
tions of the Rule,· the.Prioress"s relmgious- vocation, with 
its essential obligation that she strive- for perrection, 
'. 
. 
. should also be considered "i:n assessing' .her character for 
religious merit or culpbili ty. Since in\-'the portrait there 
is no clear indication that the Prioress despises.to ~trive 
,· 
· for or to tend to perfection, it is safer to avoid regard- · , 
;f,. -~ "F" .. "/' ~~~--~. , .• ··~·-·' .•• 
ing-. her as s.~ri.ously culpable. · The minor- violations o:f the · 
•. 
' Rule can be accounted for by the fact that she has compro-
mised her vocation with the world. This in turn explains 
the ambiguity in her character in terms of "conscious 
' ;.-:"1 ~ 
- righteousness and unconscious sel£-indulgence. 11 . 
ehapter III deal-s with the Prioress's Tale which 
.. ~=---·-·="'""=~:;a~~~---M .·· ~- cri tiC'S generally ~ind to be either ( l) app·ropriate and 
\' 
,;.I ·" 
...... ~ ..... , .~.- .•. · ............... -............. .. : 
.. 
' ' 
· unsatirical because of its devotional quality: o_r (2) ap~ 
· propriate and highly satirical be-cause of racial·' preju-
dice? and cruelty inconsistent with true devotion and mercy • 
.. , .... , .,,\'-
" 
- Si~ce the theme and, purpose or the Tale are basically 
,, 
-~.devotion-al, it .is suitable to the teller. Moreover. the 




. :-····. •'/ 
.' 
·insofar ·as the Tale's devotional them-e can be persuasively_ 
r 
I . 
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/· their crtte1--actions. . ' ,• The .. effec.ts o.f tl;le Prioress's com-_ . · 
promise ar·e seen. ope~ating as well in the narration ·of the 
__ Tale itself as- regards her emlbtional expression of vehe-
. ' 
mence and- unseasonable tenderness. Since the Tale,. like 




. ·smal1 matterJs in the- Prioress's character, it is likewise 
-
. 
viewed as be1ng gently satiriQal. 
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• • :':"'-"-- "+ •, 
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. . 
.. ~It is necessary," Eileen Power says in her \. . --·; \ I 
- historie,al study of medieval English nunneries, . "in • .J. - •• •• 
. 
. 
. dealing with medieval nuns .·as with all other subjects, 
~ 
e~ to preserve a . sense· -of proportion and a firm hold -upon 
h~man nature. nl Perhaps it would be difficult to find ~ ·. ' 
a statement · more helpful and pertinent to an evaluation 
of~Cha~cer's fourteenth-century Prioress, and perhaps_ 
.the .departure. from this practical directive accounts for 
mu_ch of the conflicting .and, at times, ·extreme c'riticism 
...... 
-
of the smiling and courtly-mannered Madame Eglentyne. · 
The desirable virtue of prudenc~, however, is 
/J 
easily.-1.ost when one attempts to assess the -true nature 
-· ,of the Prioress's character t ·and one., must· look primarily,_ 
t' 
I think to the intrinsic note of a~biguity £ound in her ' ' 
' 
. " portrait in the General Prologue to account .for the loss. 
Chaucer·• s ambiguous description of the Prioress almost 
naturall·y l~nds itself to·conf~icting· crit·i·cal views, and 
when practical understanding is lost or obscured in the. -
shuffle, the . views' . oft·en bee ome extreme. In· striving. for 
. 
., 




• character,--iwhich is the ·basic aim of this paper:, it will ti~ 
' 
. 
. . necessary to make an attempt .to -~esolve conflicts and ·to ' 
· _ ~-correct extremes di~p~~si.onately. The approach in this 
r•, .. ... ' 
." ' : 
. . 
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.... \~,c.~o ~ method· of appraisal, if .. it is to be valid, should be . .... 'io..\-.-,._ •• _' f· 
'l' ' 
'- I •• • • • 
----·-- -'----· --· 












. ' . 
· one ba·sed la~gely. upon histo~ical and religious .·eviden~.e, .. , 
. ). 
. ~' 





.--- - . . ' . . . . 
-~:. ,. 
,;r or not ..... ~t would bEi possible ''historically" for Madame ,... 
Eglenty~e to be what the critics cl~im she ~s. 
. ' ' It will -~ot be suf f.ic.ient for any assessment of . . .,- ··:;p, . . . . . 
· · 'the Prioress.• s· character,, however, to regard only. her por-, ' 
trai_t .i.n ....... t.h.e General Prologue. The Tale she recounts 
must also be,,evaluated for the weight it _bears in char-
acterizing her. It we>uld ·seem, i'urthermor~e, that an attempt 
,· 
- ' . ought to be made to secure a resolution not only of the 
c·onflicting or extreme critic ism of the Prioress's desc·rip-
t·ive P.9rtrait· but- also of her Tale itself. Then perhaps 
the Tale can be more e~sily brought; into hari:nony with the-




In ord/r that this treatment ·or the Prioress and · . ~. 
her critics· be· grasped clearly from the.outset, I think 
" 
-·it would be good at this point to enumerate briefly a 
few items which, in a broad)/iense' will reveal the general 
scope and· nature of this paper and the direction it will·= 
take. First, I wish to intro~uce the two main critical 
approaches to Prtoress cri·ticism ( the I "hard"' and II soft'' ... -~ 
. , 
. approaches) .. a~d . to deal with tlie deseripti ve portrait of ( ..... 
the Prioress. in th.e GenJeral. Prologue by means of a ·de-
tailed _analyt.ic . sur"!ey of pertinent critic al scholarsllip. · 
---- -
In as-sessi_ng e.onflic·ting or extreme views, I shall rely 
.· -··•• . 
.... . 
- ·-- ' 
\. 
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. •. -. 
' .. ,, 1,.· 
• ., .!.. • 
. . ..... 
•,- • 
---·"._·_:.:-,~-~·-~-~- ,.·r· . - ...,, -- - ---- ----- -~- - ' 





. ''I'\, • 
. "" - ~ 
' ' • u . • .. ::,' 
:1 ·, 
-- - -n n 
~--·--.-r::2=-- --~ -~ 
•, 
r , . 
· ·: llpon histor.ic~l-andreligious· eviderice. as. much as possible • 
.-
..J . . . . . ' • . _______ ...... ,.. .... ' '. ~ . ' ' ' • , 
' . . ' ' ' \ 










cation and to propose the view of the ·11c ompromised :meli- · 
. . 
gious vocat.iont1:. as bei-ng fundamental ·to_ a balanced view 
' . 
. 
of the Pri~ress' s character, and to suggest that __ perhaps· ·· 




as _a quiet cataly$t that comp:oses the di.ffere·nces and al- · 
. . 
ters the extremes o:f critical scholarship. Third, I ... _lwish 
.. . ~ 
-··· 
to consider the weight of the Prioress's Tale in char-
r,Y1· 
acterizing her, · to suggest the possi_bili ty .of the Tale's 
' being· reconqi,,led to the view of the "compromised religious ·'> 
----vocation,~· and to discuss the appropriateness of the Tale· 
to the Teller. 
-A familiar aquaintance with Prioress criticism ., 
readily invites the comparison of its main l;lpp~c;,aches . 











. . -~ " 
I 
· - ·with the ecclesiastical .. procedure used in determining i-r-> 
whethe~ or not a candidate is worthy of canonization .• 
With Madame· ·Eglentyne as the c~ndiq.ate up for scrutiny, 
the critics of the Uhard" appr.oach2 (i.e. , those. t{ho take 
·a radi~ ally' -~i tter, satiric al, or u_ns~p e.thetic view of 
.- her portrait and Ta.le) , act as the devil's ad voe ate in . 
rai~ing· objections to test~· th~e real ~ofth of her vil:'tue. ·= 
--Summarily and in -accordance with the 11hard" _ approach, 
·H.- R. Patc·h testifies flatly that "she is certainly not a ~ 
' 
saint, u·3 and f. T. DonaldsoJ}, believes that i1the Prioress,· 
. wJ:4}e a perfect lady', is anyiihing but a perfect ~un. rr4 '· 
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. ,.· .. • ·--~:- ·1 ·• : terpretati:on, thinks that it. is sufficient· for Chaucer , 
. i, ·-
.. , 
' . . 
J ... _ ' . 
' . 
. ,'i. ,_. .. {r ~l_ ', • to·· ".intimate that ·she is not a good Prioress" and "to be. -- 1 ·_ 
--··-· 
· -impolite.ly __ flat·_about it, that she, .imitates not the court-
. .... 
. 




her study of the Prioress. and the critics adds.: that -·even 




· · fourteenth-century religious regulations, she i·s "neijher 
an ideal nun ner an· ideal human being. n6 From o.,nly this . · 
·,· 
sampling of critical attitudes of the ''ha_rd" approach, it •" 
would seem difficult ,~'for anyone to e~tertain hope for the 
. • 
- I 
· Prioress s canonization.·· 
On the o.ther hand, though, there are the critics 
.f of the "so.ft" approach· (i~e~, those who take 'a conservative, 




_.:_ _____ : .... •--·--··· . --------- - ---- - -~-- --- __ .. -- - - -
------------ her· Tale) •. - Th·e critics ~f the "soft!' approach bear :ravo~-
• 
•.' 
able testimony to the Prioress's cause·, and their critica,;t. 
" ~ 
views counteract those of the "hard" approach. Thus, 
·Kittredge' s estimate lot the Prioress is highly idealized 
and sympathetic. He calls her a~"''holy nun, u 7 and ventures 
. 
. 
.-to say that "of ~11 the Canterbury .. pilgrims none is more 
sympatheticall)' c.onceived or more delicately port;raYed. n8 
.. 
Kittredge, it se-ems, has outrightly cano11ized- the Prioress, 
I 
-. but evidently· not to everyone's satisfaction. Dom M · J .
- . 
Brennan, while not as favorable as Kittredge in his a:p-
. praisal, urges re,straint in evaluating the Prioress and · 
I 
-warns.agai~st making rash judgments of a. "person's 
·-· ··-~-·-· 










·,.r . . ~ . 
. . ~ 
r 
' ' 
--··-;-•·;- .}"5.,.. . '• --~l. _.,.. , ... $ 




. >··· ·' 
... .. . .. ,..-
.-· · .... , ·. 
·.·'I 
A, • ,• 
.. ' 
I 
-··--. -- .. 
...... ...,~~~ .................. . . .. .... .. . t. ' .. 
'. -i • 
. • 
"' 
'I ",_.. •,.- .. 
. '. 
. ·' £_.· .. --~-.... 
. . ·.~· 
. ·· •.. ~piritua.lity "\from externa1S 11· alone~9 ·· H8 suggests that . . -: .' -'-, .. ·. · . " ' 







., • • 
,;, \.:: .· ·,lf .the Priore$s i.s not a -sai_rit, -then "she is certainly 
' '..-J-..;.,.. 
'" · , . : · not a devil~ 1110 · This be believes is at least a dog- I: .• 
_-.;. . 




-Madeleva, less concerned about do·gma ·t·ha.n the· Benedictine ·· 
0 
· ~ Rule in..--her· approach, relies heavily upon the latter as:· ~ . . . tJ, . (!$ 
~: .•.. 









. ' ·\ 
u;· '~ 
' 
I I " . .-· 
supporting evidence for her entirely sympathetic, and· 
. almost apologetic, view of the Prioress. · She holds to 
- ,rf) 
- • ' 
, 
· the view that even .. though the_ Rule of the fourteenth cen-
iiu-ry may have· been subjeQted to abuses, Chaucer ~a~ not 
{b"F. 
f.1 . f: t ,. 
r1t .. !ti; 
t_ ..~_;· ll 11il 
·, .. ·;,:~;1 f7~. · 
I 
[1.~~' !,( -
~ depicted any of the nuns· in The Canterbury T,ales as belong-· .. -· ~~ 
ing to the "tramp or derelict" order. 11 · In drawing her ; 
l. ;'. .. 
·-· 
--· 
-- ~ f'avorable conclusions on b8hal.f of the Prioress, Sister j 
Madeleva citeS (and to a marked degree-Subjectively in.:. I 
. , 
.. . . . I ~~~~rets) 1;~t,3 Benedictine Rule as wel]. af3 .. twentieth-century __________ -·I-
.. ''"i l 
' practices and customs of convent l:j.fe a·s"· .forms of evidence· 
which .·supposedly reveal the Prioress to be, at least to 
Chaucer's way of thinking, a t~oroughly estimable person 
and ,a conscientious religious. I·t should be mentioned -· · 
-
.here that although • 
_application of the Rule and con-a wise 
vent customs are -good . and even necessary for a balanced 
appraisal of the Prioress I s character,·. yet, they, to be 
interpret~c_g. va:;l.idly, should be viewed in their true his-




t . negl·ec ted to' take i·nto · ace ount. the, historical background 
o.·r the typical medieval ·priores.s (specif_iQ_a11:y, the 




' .... ti., 
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. r' . 
.! •· .•. _ .... 
"'"·-··-- I 
'' I .-
•. _ .. ____ ~,..t .... 
- . '' 
• G • • I ~· , -· 
. ' 
. ·······-·-··---·:... ~ ,. --·-· . ·- , - ·- ,• 
·-· • ---- ... ·,1 \ 




(\ :• .,, . . .. 
·--monasticism in· 'general, -: and--· now ·they pertain to .Madame 
. . " . ' 
Eglentyne),· her argument, though pleasantly humane and 
. . 
charming, · nonetheless · 19:~ks the . p·ersua.si venes·s desired-•. 
. ""\> 
If the Prioress. is to· be uilderst·ood aright·, _then., religion 
and history must serve together-in enlightening our un-
derstanding _as regards the pr_obl·em of interpreting her · 
., 
character dispassionately· . and ·fairly. 
From this selective reviewal of 
· · "soft·" approaches to Prior.ess criticism 
utterances, it becomes relatively clear 




. . I . 
that Madame 
·Eglentyne is-caught between two opposing group$ of com-
mentators, who in their extremeness, view 11'.er either as 
. . I 
a blatS:nt hypocrite or asa per~ectly dev6u'.t nun •. 
J -
Before ente:r;:i..ng upon a surve·y and assessment of 
.'·9 ·. 
• .... · -
.• 'ti 









--··-·-·-- -~~-.. -- .. ·-







_ as they pertain to the Prioress'-s portrait in the General 
, ' 
Prologue, it will be helpful at this point to consider 
1 .... ~ .. ·-···· ,. ·-: ... _, 
.i.. 
' . 
two accounts of the fqurteenth-century nun. In a practical 
. se_nse they can serve as a convenient- backdrop against which· I. ... 
. ~ ChJ3.ucer' s portrait .of Madame Eglentyne may be ·critic ally 
~.. -
-observed. · T~e .first account--is from Walt~er Hilton (one 
-.......... ,, ... ,., ...... ~ .... ,. , ...... '., .... ------~ ,- .. ' 
ot .. the comp~ny of .English mystics and Chaucer's contem-. 
. 
-
porary) ; the other, fr.om Eileen ·Power's historical· study 
.of medieval· nuns. · In themselves they ;pepr~sent· -respective.-
·- .fr . 
,. . ' -
, .. ly what the ideal nun should strive to be (~d only hope-
. -'-- · · - ,-·· _ fully ~hould · bE:)) and what the re~l -or · typical · nun. for the 
. J 
· , ·· greater part was. 
·' 
. .. ~ 
! " --· -·· .-~, . ~. )·' . 
/, 
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· .tlilto3:1,· i.n· his _-treatise,. The Ladder .2!,_ Perfection 
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·-·· . '•· _.:.. . 
·. applicable· to Madame. Eglenty~e since it eX1)resses univer~- -____ &:~-t. -
sally the spiritual; ideal of all who embrace the contem-,. ~ . . . 
.. 
• H,-Ock ••••••••• 




. . . --· -·-·· ·-··· ... ---····. . 
-pla~ive religious life as a vocation), begins· with this:-.. 
· · ·· s_ound -and· sincere ·admonition: 
-1 
-; . 
IJ'; .... ...... _; 
Dear Sister in Jesus Chri_st, I beg you tQ 
. , -be content and remain steadfaat in the vo-
cation through whi~h God has called you to 
· His -aerviceo - Strive by the grace of Jesus 
·christ with all the powe~s of your sou1·to live;a life of ·tru~ holiness 9 befitting the calling :that -you l1av.e embracedo · Since_ you have .forsaken the world arid turned 
wholly to God 9 you are symbolically dead in the eyes of men;.therefore, let your heart be dead to all earthly affections·and 
.concerns, and wholly devoted to our Lord tT Jesus Christo Fo·r you must -_be ·well aware 
that if we make an outward show of conver-





· .. /" 
... 
and. no true conversiono Any man or woman w_ 
-·· who neglects to maintain. inward vigilance,.-
and only m-akes an outward· s·how of holiness in dress 9 speech9 and behaviour is a 
wretched creature~ o.oBe careful to avoid this,· 
a·nd devote yourself soul and body to God 
alone 9 conforming yourself inwa.rdly to His likenes·s by humility~ -charity 9 and other 
spiritual virtueso In this way you will be_ truly conv~;rted to Godo I-· do not·· say t~at you can j;)@) converted immediately, and possess all virtues in the same way as you 
can enclose yourself in a cell; but you 
- should bear in mind that the purpose -of your present bodily enclosure is to ·enable -
·you mpre readily to attain· spiritual en-
.clos·ureo- You are_ shut away from dealings 
-with other folk.in _order __ that your heart . 
. may.be-withdrawn from all worldly affections-
- · and _fe.ars.12 · 
,.. 
: .. -· ..... ;,· _, . 
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Worthy of opservation in· Hilton's· account is ·s\.::1 
' . 
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·.· .tfie·emph·asis placed upo_n ·nb.odily·enc.losure'~ .·as a. sine ·.·:·: .~····· . I : ! . ~ • .......... ,· . . ' . . 
~--
., . . - . . .·. ' 
"' 
/ . 
... : . . ~ qua non of. the. contemplative. religious life and. thus, '8.$ .. ·. ·• - :. ·. ' 
' -~" ·' .. -· 
. , I . 
... ,(. '' 
. . ' 
-: 
1' •. . 
,· ~< . 
···-~----·-
. 
·, " • • ·• • 
.'l • - .. -
- • 
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. .•• .- - " .. " • 
-. • • 
,_a means to ap. _end, namely, the a_ttainment of spiritual H, ·• _·- · - _ · -- • · 
p·erfection. In the best of monas,tic tradition, Hilton re-
I ----··' 
· .. co·gnizes that wo~ldly a.ffec.tions .a.nd. di_~tractions are 
· · hindrances to t-he at-t~inment ·-of spiritual per!e~tions which .. 
~- e.very religious, by virtue· of ··bis pr.9tession, sets up for 
\ 
himself. At. the same time Hilton is reas:onably aware ,,,that 
the religiouf? cannot ordinarily attain the spi.ri tual. ideal 
I 
at one e, that it is SQIJI~tmi~g to be worked at and strived (I 
for -during a lifetime~ Hence, if the benefits of claus-" 
.. 
tration ·are to be reaped, the religi~us should zealously 
and consistently prese..r_~e it. Appropriat·ely it may be 
called the first rung on the ladder that lead~ to perfee-
., 
., 
-~--· ___ .... tion •. - ---~-- ---r'-
•;;" ... ~· 





In Medieval English Nunneries Eileen Power .. is ~-
~~"~not only familiar with the spiritual i,deal expressed by 
Hilton and monastic tr~dition, but al.so of isolated in-
-
stances when medieval prioresses· either laudably achie:v,d. 
. 
. ' it on one hand or shamefully abused or ign-ored it on the 
' ~ other.1 3 · But since extreme cases are e:acceptions, she 
· draws instead a picture of the typical prioress of the 




a.ft er . wading ·throu_gh some hundred' 'and -fifty ' . irisitati.on rep9rts or injunctions ••• as: a , ·· 
· wel+=>meaning lady 9 · doing. her· best to make · · 
two ends. of ·anT inadequate income 'meet, but
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... · .. :L.·:in hand to JQak~ le~-ses,: sell .. c orrodies, cut , 
... .,.:. down i1oods and to burden her successor as' . I 
· .. > 
~-, -·· : .. . . 
•' ·, .. 
~ . 
. 
... . .•. ,-
.. , 
· · ~·her predeee··s$Qr .had burdened hero ·She .found 
-. it difficult · to carry out the democratic 
· ... ,-i.deal ·of· convent ·life in consulting her . sisters upon matters . of bu~iness; · she knew,. like all rulers 9 the temptatiqn to be ·an ·· autocrat; it was,, so much quicker and easier· 
.to do things herself: . 0 \fuat 9 · shuide __ the 
. _yong nunnes gyfe voices? Tushe 9 they shulde not gyfe voices! 0 So she kept the common seal and h·ardly ever .,,rendered an ace ount. She found that her position gave her th.~ .......... ---· .~ opportunity to escape sometimes from that , .common l:i~e .. 9·· .. which is so trying to, the ~ temper; . and she. di4 not always keep the . · ~ dorter and the frater as she shouldo - She was ·rarely vicious 9 but nearly alt1r'ays world-ly; she could not resist silks and furs, little dogs such as the ladies-who cam• to , . , . . , :-'~ .· · stay in· · her gue st=room c he~ished-9 · · and f:re-. :· -.:--"' ·quent visits to her friendso When she ·was . . -----~---
¥ 
· ~a _ _a_t_rang -characte,r the· condition·-·of her ·-·-- . • -~ ;,1' 
- .:· · ... , house. ·· b(?re witness 9 for good or evil 9 to ~ . her strength; when she Tor.as weak . disorder was sure to .fo.llowo ., Very often she won a con-
, -tented ~ @mn~a bene. 0. .from her nuns 9 when the 
•. 
Bishop came; at other times, she said that · ______ _ .... - _ . ~----~ . - they were disobedient and they said that "She ----~--- --~ .. ~- was harsh 9 or impotent, or addicted to 
. fa"'°urites o In the end it is to Chauc;.~ro that ~.,J 
.er 
:, ·4 
· we turn £or .her -pic·ture·; as the Bishops found her 9 so he saw ·her 9 aristocratic 9 tend~r= . hearted·9 worldly 9 taking pains to O countrefete chere of court 9 ° smiling 0ful simple·and coy' 
.. ijbove her 'irJell=pinched wimple; a lady of (<}·' 
·1mport_anc e 9 attended ,/by· a nun· and three priests, spoken to with respect and _reverence by the 
·" ·. r· not too mealy=mouthed hO$toooClearly enjoy-





stories on the road.o o oReligious? perhaps; 
\ 
•. J 
-~ ....... . 
but save for her singing the divine service 'entuned in her nose ful semely 0 and for 
' " 
her lovely address to the Virgin 9 Ohaucer . can find but little to say on~the pointo For charity and pi ty--·tJe· must. g.o to the poor 
.·p,arson 9 not to friar or monk or nuno A. good · 
····-· ruler . of her house·? . doubtless; but when Chaucer met her .the house was ruling itself someitihere at . the O shires en9-e o O The world was . full of fish·· out of water in the rourteent;h 
--"--~---.century, and by sey-nt· t~y, Madame Egle~tyne_ .. 
: ,.J' •. :; ., t 
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(iike Dan Piers')· P:eld -~ iamou:S t~xt . • ~at . . . ... 
_worth- ~ oistre. ' 14-. __ · " · . - . . -. _. 1 .. ~ 
. - .. . . . . -~;:--
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With sk:111 .and accuracy EileEtn Power has 'dl;'awn -a ... · . · . (;\ 
-................... ~-·-··: .. f ' . ;. 
I 
· precise histo:t;'ical· s.ketch 00f·_. the typmcal medieval prior-. 
' ess, which in the end merges ·with and informs ·c·haucer' s 
colo·rful and finished po·rtrai t or Mad~me Eglen·tyne. Hav-
ing done so, she reinforced and commenued upon what Chaucer 
.• -J 
· first beheld with his own ·di_scerning and critical .e:ye, 
( 
~ 
. . , 
· · namely, · human character· molded by its surroundings _ rath~r- · _ 
than human character having iiold~d its surroUD.dings to 
. I . 
its own form. Since,· in accordance with ...... -Eileen Powe,r' s 
· ·. estimat·e, a "'woman of g·enius will ·mold her surroundings 
·- . 
to her own form even in a convent, nl5 and emerge· trium...;. 
phantly, it··would seem unlikely that Chaucer's Prioress. 
I 
eotild-·be considered a genius or a saint· or a heinous ·sin-
ner for that matter. :J:nstead~ we-- see ·early that her 
. i 
i poetica~ description with its corroborating historical 






., , . ..,,, 
commentary is con.formable not to an extreme .but to a · 
realistic · type--the nun whose quest for the spiritual · 
_ idea.I is at least momentarily arrested because she ,in-
J .. 
dulges in those worldly . affecti_9ns, whicli'"-alt.hough. monas-
tze·~Ltradi tion cautions. her about and the bishops_ j_nveigh 
against, yet history finds to be co,monplace in her· life 
.and in the lives o:f· most medieval priores·ses .• 
Bearing in mind· the accounts of Walter Hilton · 
. 
. 
and Eileen Power, we must now turn our _a~~~ntion.to an 
1
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1Uld i'nsofar as it is historically possible, recoricfile - -- .. -----, -· ---:--·----· 
~ · ·the extreme views of critic.al ·scho.larship to. her image 
as typical prioress of '·the middle ages·. 
•··-: 
,. 
· . So let us · consider h·er as Chaucer- describes her. '. -
in tpe ·General~Prologue: 
. I 
.. · Ther was .also a Nonne, .a PRIORESSE, 
'- That· ot. hir smy~tng was ful symple and coy; Hire gretteste ootli ttas but by· Seinte Loy; And she was cleped madam~ Egle~tyne~ _ Ful weel she soong the . service dyvyne, _ . Entuned in hir nose ful semely 9 · · .. · · 




And:' Frenssh· she spak. ful faire .and tetisly, 
.. ' .. After the· scole of Stratford~atte Bowe, -·, •. -·· ,1$ .. For Frenssh of Parys was to·. hire unknowe. At mete wel ytaught wa~ she with alle: She leet no mor11el from hir -lippes f alle, Ne wette hir fyngres in hir sauce depe; Wel koude she carie a morsel and wel kepe· That no drope ne fille upon hire brest. ·· In curteisie was set ful muchel.hir lest. Hir over=lippe wyped she so clene That in hir coppe ther was no ferthyng s.e·ne Of grece, .whan she dronk~.n hadde hir draughte. Ful semely after hir mete she raughteo And sikerly she was,, or greet desport, And ful plesaunt 9 and amyable of port, And ·peyned hire to eountre.fete cheere Of court() and to been es~tatlich of manere, And to ben holden diglie of reverenceo But, for to speken of hire ·conscience, She was so charitable and so pi'tous She wolde wepe 9 if that she saugh a mous Kaught in a .trappe 9 if it. were .deed or b'ledde.· Of smale houndes hadde she that-s-he----fedde 
·.1 .·• . 







~~-------~·~·-f--·O·\cfith··roste.d flessh 9 or milk and t11astel=breed. But soore wepte she if oon of hem were deed, Or if men smoot it with a yerde smerte; And al was c onsc ienc e · and tend.re . he rte.-~ Ful semyly hir wympul pynched was~ Hir no:ee_: tretys 9 hir ·eyen greye as glas, --
. ·Hir mouth .ful smal ~ and theret.o so!te_ and· re~d ;_' I But sikerly, she hadde a fair· forheed; · . . .. . : .. . . 
_ .... •., It was almoiost a spa;nne bro9d 9 . I trowe ;.. . . . _: ·.· .-.. -·· __ :·: . ,:'i·.·.··:< ·:- .··. ·· ~ For 9 hardily 9 . she was nat _undergrowe. · . . _ >·"' ;.f ·:-,~::- ·. -, . ~ , · , : Ful, f etys was hir- c loke, as I waf> Jt~~. . · · .· · d • .~ .- ; • -
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' ' :·· 
. ' ' 
· : ·. k peire • o.t bedes, gaude~ _al with grene, .. · • · 
.. ' ' 
- ·.·.And_-· theron -~eng .a brooch'"~'o.f gold ful sheen~; .... ~,-
. · .. Ori which ther was first write a crowned· A, And art er. Amor_ vine i·t ··omni a .16 
( 11. : 118-162) 
:·, . . ~-. 
.. 
. ............... ,., ..... _ ..,..~·- . . ""' 
Since we find the:Erioress out of her cloister 
and a pilgrim on the.road to Caµ.terbury, it will-be best 
to c·onsider .first of all the matter of pilgrimages. 
'· 
," 
Raymond.Preston believes that the Prioress should not be 
traveling outside the precinCts of her cioister, 17 and 
~n.jamin Wainwright says.that because she disregar~s the 
1 
,. 
rules forbidding .pets, :it is also likely that she dis-· .r 
.-· 
·regards the rule.a forbidding pilgrimages in order to "catc·h 
once more a glimpse of the world that she had renOunced. 1118 
Muriel Bowden, significantly ·recalling the "nature" of 
-
. fourteentb.-century pilgrimages and citing ece1esi0astical 
injunctions forbiddings· nuns to make vows to go on them or 
to participate in them, draws ·the·- conclusion that the "mere 
fact that Madame Eglentyne is one _9f the --Canterpury pil-
. ' . 
. ' ,. 
. grims is the first point of [:'gentlej satire" in her pC>r- -< ___ -
, ~ -:_-:_.'......_ ~-trait .19 George L. Kittredge, however, thoroughly dis-
counts the el•ment of satire in the -situation. In his 
; ' 
· sympathe~,ic estimate, he is primarily concerned w·ith the 
· Prioress fJ s mode of travel rather than with· her license to 
travel and sees her ideally prot.ec<te-d by her three ac-
. / ' 
.... ----- ' 
."._ ... , ... _·. c-ompaeying··priests _"from unple~sant cont~ct,w·ith the • . 8 ' ... : ..... - ·' ... i ' -
•.••• : .. -
. ',- ~ 
... , . 
J -'!· 
>:·-T-""':~~:-;-.;-:~~l;:!'J:~:';!.1~,,~~0~._C"~,1:,t,:J;J~~J;,:1·:'f;;.J;.0 . .-,/ ,.:..•:'.,,,-1.r=i~-·""' 
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;~ugher elements in the company"20 and living, -~sit , 
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.. ' .: .· . Sister Madei8vS., recognizing the WOrldly Spirit of pil- ' -. 
·, . 
. ·. ' ._ grima.ges alld advanciilg evidence trOm _the Rtlle as regards·. 
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' j 
a. ;journey, . speculates that u~_othing but a very urgent,-.-- - · _ t ,,. 
Sptritual quest could have induced them (the Prioress and 
· · her chaplain J to_ leave their cloister and join. so wQrld-
. ,, 
-.. ly and public an excursion."22 · And Florence Ridley, like-
wise-, ·but more pertinently citing the Rule which stipulate&. 
that inonks and nuns_ should avoid all wandering in the=: 
world, 23 says that since "when Chaucer wrote ••• traveling 
·by ecclesiastics was apparently regulated· rather than 
universally prohib'i te<i ••• the· Prioress's journey could 
plausibly have .been sanctioned by her superior a·s an act 
· of ·~nifest necessity.•n24 
-~~ The question, then, of whether or not the Prioress 
legi timat.ely participat,s in the Canterbur1 ~ pilgrimage 
ultimately,involves the more basic question of whether or 
~ not she could reasonably have lawful license to do so. 
z 
. Since Chaucer is not specifically clear in the matter, ' ~1 
it will be rieces·sary to consider the evidenc~ exhibited by 
· . Eileen Power's historical study or the _ general problem 
of "-fish out of water" in the fourteenth' centu'ry and, in ., 
light of that evidence, to determine what bearing it has ' ~-
" 
on .the ~ioress 's particular ·case. ~ 
The .. evidence accumulated by Eil?een Power reveals · 
:· -that the "Bene,dictine Rule annunciated tl_le principle that 
· , the professed monk should remain, within the precincts of -' 
··, \':-, l 
. 
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1 
••. md that this stlp~lation equally and even mor~ vi ta11Y · . 
.. 
--~ 
. . ,l 
\ 
' 
al)plied to nuns; 261 that in accol'dance with the Rule monks 
. ,- ...•. -·,·-.----~--,~,-..-, ,--, 
·~-
I 
-and nuns e-ould leave the cloister ·"under certain eondi tion·s 
· and for necessary causeslf27 and that they did not have a 
specific vow of enclosure, it.being added to the three 
c·ardinal vows only ·by certain reformed orders of a later 
date;28 that sizace the Rule did not absolutely :forbid 
·, 
' . 
leaving the cloister ·"and· since· there was no vow of .en- CJ 
closure, the nuns cQulq. easily inte~pret "necessary .cause" 
- to cover all their wandering and that they did so; th$.t :to 
curtail unnecessary wandering in the world to the'discredit 
of religion, conciliar decrees ·and injunet~ons·. were issued 
from the- "Efixth to the eleventh ~enturies on the subject of 
stricter encloSure, 29 and that as the seriousness of the 
\ problem incr~ased, Boriiface VIII in 1299 promulgated the 
bull Periculoso enforcing absolute ~d strict enclesure 
upon a·11 nuns (serious disease now being th~ ·only reason . 
-
'for leaving the cloister); 3Q "that a "study of the visi-
f 
tation documents of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen- . 
.. 
turies · makes it clear that the nuns never really made any 
attempt to .obey the regulations . which imposed a stric·t _ ~ 
~ 




·.• \ ' 
. ·. 
.. in view of the 1'mani.fest necessity" il1la~se contained in 
I 
. 
most I conciliar and other injunction$, 32 the . bishops were 





. . . 
. ' . ' • . .. di tions under which they c·ould ·. reasonably and -,.leg1 timately ~ . . ... 
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. of ·buildings~ . to · become . a , superior· or ~nother ··nunnery, . · . · 
.. to found new house-s or to initiate reforms ·elsewhere, to· 
-,· ' ' 








conduct convent. _ cb~iness, the desire to embrace a stric·ter 
·rule elseWhere, to atteildecclesiastical ceremoni'es and 
•... , ·-· . 
processions and funerals);33 that the D.uns "could, with a 
,, 
little skill, .. _stretch .the 'manifest necessity' clause to 
cover all their wanderings"34 and".that they did so; · that 
. pilgrimages did not fa~l under the heading ~.~ "ecclesiasti-
cal ceremonies and processions,"35 that they could not be 
considered a legitimate reaso·n by even the more moderate 
r, 
and reasonable visitors of nunneries,36 that they were 
. •never ,looked ?on with anj' .favor by ':he authorities . of the 
church,"37 andwere strenuously opposed by medieval bish• 
ops;38 that they were strictly .forbiddei,(at times under 




- and 1195; 39 that in 1381,Archbishop Mel ton decreed that 
the nuns were not.to leave the cloister because of any' 
· vow taken to make a pilgrimage (and if they did, they were 
. ·' 
• e,•.,L, ... , 
to say "as many· psalters· as ·it would have taken. ~.ays to 
perform the pilgrimage sO rashly vowed"), 40 and in 1489 
~rchbishop Rotherham forbade a Pr~oress. to license ·any , 
nun in her house to mak~ a pilgrimag8;41 tha:t as late as 
···-
the· eve of the Reformation H~.n~_~VIII, in th~ eccl~?siastical 
·tradition. of Boniface VIII, issue,d· a last injunction en- .. 
- ~ 
. 
' forcing strict· enclosure ·upon t:P,e nuns, c whie_h character-,, ., 
' 
. 
. · 42 istically went· unheeded. · Thus a saint, a p·ope, the . , 
.. 
' 
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. ~-~~ ,- .... 7 _-----~,--:··· : · -bishops, · an~- king had_ ~11 _ miserably failed in trying 
. J 
' :·-': ·,--·-···----~~~~- ,, ... t.o.: lteep the riuns within their. cloisters, arid, except for·' 







legitimate reasons, out of.·~~~ World:··.· ... · ............ , . , ..... •·.·.· ........ · ... ······· ~·· ! · . ._: __ ,. ·-· _._. _____ •,.---- . . 
(I 
.• "' i I In view· of Eileen Power's evidence and· its tone ·· , .
.. • I . 
. 












· agree with her conclusions: that although~_ "the modern , • r 
.. ,. 








•t,,•••~•••a.,,• ••·••••·,•·,,,,.,,,. •. ,,.,.., .. ....,,.,..,_, .. ~ • .-·• -· '• • ; 
i 
·dom as its summum·bOnum and holds discipline- at a d!scount,. 
,, 
. 
cannot but ~eel sympathy with the nuns ••• neve:,;the:iess sym-
. . . 
pa:thy with the nuns, must not blind-us to the fact that 
hardly a moralist of the middle ages but invei'ghs against. _ 
the wandering of nun~ in the world and adds his·testimony 
~<> th~ ___ r~ct (already clear from' the visitation" compert~) 
. . . . 
t~it all the· graver abuses which discredi\ed monasticism 
... 
rose in the first instance from the too great ease with_ 
which~monks and nuns could leave their convents, 1143 and 




that al thou~h we· are not perfectly sure whether Madame ___ Eglen.;. 
,. .•. >' -~ ,,. 
tyne had lawful license to · be on a pilgrimage~,- we are none~· 
theless safe in assuming that she,_ "for all her simpl.icity, 
must have circumvented her Bishops before she go~ there. 
• • C ' .I 
For t_he Bishops wer._e quite clear in their minds that· pil-
grimages for nuns were to be discouraged. 1144 
~ 
/), 
~If Madame Eglentyne conforms to the image ot the 
- ...... .,.,,,,,-., ....... .,.,,. ,. '"" .. ,, .. 
, 
. 
·typical· medieval prioress, ~owhere does it become more .. 
,, 
apparent than in the matter of, her riding abroad on a pil-




. ·Her presence there strikes the f~~~t note of satire in ber~ 
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.y t " .• 
. tween the harsh and gentle ·degrees. · ."on one hand Chaucer 
could not but bef aware ·of the problems of "tiSh out o:r· .· , ... · 




. ' .¢! .. 
' \,. 
~--- -~---~1 
--···-··-----··-- ' -··----- ··-. -
. l 
. water," _the· ·aims· of the enclosure movement·, and the natul'e · , 
- '\ 
. :__=:,., • . 
. . 
- J 
of fourteenth-cent·ury pilgrimages; o·n the other, alth·ough I 
.i:;· 
' . .I 
the P~ioress disregards ecc~esiastical injunctions for-· 
""~ . ' 
' . bidding pilgrimages and, by riding abread, places herself . 
in occasions of sin perilous to herself alone, yet she does · I 
not by her behavior ser·iously betray her vocation or scan-
dalize .h~r fellow-pilgrims. This situation also strikes the 
. 
. first not of ambiguity in her · character--a -character in 
~ 
-
.which religious va1u·es are ?incompatibly coupled with ~ld-
ly attrae~ions. Having been struck early~ the ·notes of. . 
.. - . ~ 
satire and ambiguity continue to _r~verberate throughout · 
"' the -descriptive ~'tems of her portrait, the first. of-.which, 
aside from her rank of _Prioress,· is-her smiling "ful sy~ple_ 
and coy."· 
·1 
,Qn the Prio_jss's. smiling, John L. Lowes· long ago 
point~d ;out ··that the words· "symple and coy" were a,.par·t of 
t:q.e "st9.ck phraseology" of ·the medieva_l cou~tly love poet-
., 
ry, 45 and that since that did not conventionally apply to 
the nun gua nun at all, Chaucer's associating them with · 
-?'fadame Eglentyne would unmistakably call -~o the_ mind of · 
• I 
.. , . · his readers th~ir "distinctly earthly· rather th~n heavenly . 
.. .,--_. -·· .. ··----···-··"'· _/ _______ -... 46 
_·. . --- /: flavor. 11 
_ J\lan T. Gaylord, though 1'asic_ally ag,;eeirig with~~ 
,\' Lowes, advances a step farther by adding that' ~ince it is 
,. 
a 
probable that Madame Eg~entyne is middle-aged rather . :thari 
., 
, . I / ,_ 
\ ' 
' • ·< --, 
_ _1' .• I 
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.)-._ __ ,... 
·,. -... ~ -
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---,--~----. . .· 
... 
,· ......... _.; .- _young .·(as .Lowes· e'videri'tly had·. asswned), -l8r con;e~tion~l · .. ·. ·· .· . ! . '' - ' .. :.... ' 
~ 
.. '} .. 
. \ 
-
. '.'. smi+ing· becomes. satiri~a~ly amusing iµso.tar as .she·, .. "re-.· ... 
-·-- ;,_ -- -,··,:-,.1._; .. 
- .. \ . 
-. --··· 
· sembles her namesak~s· in amorous .. courtly. verse. pnly··:from·. ·-·-··· __ .,., ... __ . . 
-.------.·---------=----+c-- .. ·,-- ·--- -
the grin up-. n47 And D~ W. Robertson, advancing a step b~_:-_ . 
.-~ .. ( 
I: , •. 
,. 




-·· :- .'., .. . ... 
-
~·--~--- yo:nd Gaylord, believes. that smiling could hardly be consifi:- .· 
. 
. 
-- ., __ ... 
• 
--······---
. -ered the chie.f attribute of any· prioress. By. calling at.ten-
tion· to the iconographic tec.hnique employed in the Roman de -
la Ro.se. and _its influence upon .. O.haucer, he ·views Madame-
. 
. , 
Egientyne' s smiling (in_ .tts rhetorical progression from -"nun~·· 
'-
. and "Prioress") as a deJ.--iberate and sarcastically amusing 
. • 48 anticlimax. . _ ~-· 
'· If harsh .critics turn to the medieval ·romance to 
./< 
interpret the _ Pr:L,oress' s . smiling a.s bitterly satirical or 
.. unbecoming,~Sister Madeleva and Dom M. Brennan turn to the 
.. Rule to elucidate its appropriate~ess. '. S~nce under the 




and whenever she la~ghs to do so unaffectedly and silently, 
Sister Madeleva feels that _her smiling is indicative of her 
hospitable attitude,49 and Dom Brennan thinks that its quiet-
ness ( "symple and ·coy") has a ''closer resemblance to the 
monastic law" in'> spite of its "rec ognizable11 resemblance to". 
· the courtly. tradition. u50. 
-;-- .. 
. Since the Prior,ess's smiling, ·,along with much oi' her, I 
· o ~ . ~' 
, t ,,,,r'.,1··~rlcrl,•l·•'·'''~~:~i-r,, '~subse''quent des.cription (as will be seen)' hinges up·on court~ 
-
,1 .. .-,· .' .•• 
. 
~ . ly- .st~dards .linked with those o:r_··the · cloister; it would .seem 
4-that Chaucer's d_esign· in welding together these disparities. · ,/ 
·~· ·in her character, if it .. is to ·make sense, indicates. that she 
,. 
I ' 
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·elude$~: either~-an~, tt:x:clusi vely · ard · or Soft· reS.ding •.. Even . " . 
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.. ; • 
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•' 
. ' ' 
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... .. ' 
· · _t_hough, ·.ob one. hand, it wo~ld be ·"impossible to· deey ·the . 
• 
- . . 
,t. 
" 
· courtly 9vertones in her smiling, nevertheles~, o:ti. the 
other f we see that it-. ·is in keeping with. the it-:[ptilat'ions 
ot the Rule. ln vLew of the fae'.t, the~, that __ there. are 
·no "vio'lent" departures from the- spiritual --ideal in Madame 
Eglentyne.' s smiling -(or,> as I hope~ to show, in. the other 
a 
•· items of h_~r portrait), · it would be safer to assume that 
Ohauc-er· satirizes her gent.ly rather .tnst.r·harshly or not ,, 
. " 
at all. This· view, moreo:ver, no-t only preserve~ the. del:i-
. 
-
· eate tension in her character but also recognizes Chaucer's 
'1 
: • ,1• 
' 'subtle" understa:g.?.d;~,g of ~u~an n~ture and his ar.tistic 
ab-i'1ity in representing i~. ·, 
' ~ : 
·,-· . -
I 
b' •• 1 . 
·:: - . 
. 
- - ~ 
~ ,: 
·' ------· 
As with the Prioress's 'smiling, so it is with her r • R~• ' ' '> 
· swearing an oath. John L. Lowes thinks that she swears 
' . 
. by the seventh-century- Saint Eloi beca~se he was a ''one- --
- ---· --- ---··- ---
time artist~ and courtier, atid lover ·of beautiful.attire."5l 
But since Saint Eloi was. also invoked by carters, D. w. 
------
' Robertson thinks that the oath "does not speak well for 
the elegance of the lady's language. 0 52 And Alan T. Gay-
. 
-lord_flatly contends tnat it is not the~ "Prioress's busi-
' , ness to swear at a11. 1153 John w. Hales,: however, finds .. 
the oath to be appropriate and of negative .. valua because 
Saint Eligius once.refused to swear an oath;54 because 
, . ., ...... 





.. K:j.ttre;~ge thinkS,it a "ladylike expleti~en55 and John .·. ,,-· · -:: . 
Manly agrees in finding it mild and delicately fitting;5~ · .·· 
;.,I 
,•I 
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was .co~on in .. the_ midd+_~ •ages· to, the distress of ·all _::·: 
. ' 
. . . 
. . 
.. . · . 
(;· ·.,. . . 
. . ..• ..--t 
. ...... . .. 
.;----... preac·hers, nonetheles.s Madame Eglentyne. 0 s oath is f0:r .. ,, 
. ··.i . ·-
•· ~ ... , . ··---
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· .. · ~~oren<?·e Ridley suggests that Chaucer· chose this- Qath · ror · 
' 
. 
the ·Prioress because it ''underscores. by rhyme~ •• the ·most 




Disregar.ding even the possibility of pharisaical. 
-
sc8.Ildal which might arise from the Erior,ss' s gentle oath, .· 
' • l A-' i 
it would perhaps be better if she did not swear; ye·t she ... · 
· does, ·not. violently but decoro..µ-sly • 
. · . The · n~tes of ambigui·ty · and gentle S·atire,. though 
. ., ' 
· · di'scor_dant, as they should be, and proceeding- as -they do 
from the uncomfortable linking of the world with the 
cloister, continue to echo in the Prioress•s name. 
;'J • 
]n his obiter dictum on tb.e Prioress·' s name, ~ohn.. . . 
i . 
\ 
· .. · ·-v 
- . 
·······-·--··--·-··---"-· · - L. Lowes notices its "exquisite ineohgrllit~ a,nd stiles·· 
. ' 
. . 
it "self-chosen,. uneeelesioastic~l, flower-like. n59. KemP 
-·Malone admits that he knows or·no religious connotation 
in--the name and thinks it, "goes back to the Ohanson.s de 
geste and.fits the lady to perfection."60 Muri@l Bowden 
•:-. 
agrees and cites medieval romances in which beautiful and 
.i 
worldly ladies, ·bear the names:. 11Eglentine, n·· or "Aigl-en-
. ' . 
· · tine~ "61 ·· · Concur'ring with both Lowes and Miss Bowden, 
., 




tic nature ·or the ·Prioress's ~ame by recalling her con-, · . 
ventionally romantic _physical description: "Hir nose 
-~-
" 
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' . . ~--
i 
ft . ,,. . . 
I ~ trety,, . h:ir . ey~n. grey·e as glas t / Hir . mouth. ful .· smal ,· . 't. 
. .... '. -~-
. r 
N I 8Ild therto so:rt:e ~d reed;/ But sikerly she hadde a· . · ··---=-· · ·· : -~ 
. . . ' . . . . I 
• • • 
• 
. • • 
. · _. :_· _ -· fair for heed;/ It· was. almo.ost a _spanne . brood~ I trowe; / 
..... ··. --ii'or, hardily, slie was ·n.at Uiidergrowe. 1162 (11. 152-156) . .,. __ 
.,z 
.I 
_--~--n. W •·. Robertson, ho~ever·, . s·ees an urbanly sarcastic 
-~~====;::::::---ef:-~_~ct ari·stn·g ,trom a· name which. translates _"Lady Sweet~ - .,.., 
··---+~ =- . 
. 
. 
briar,"63.a.Ildbecause·the Prioress is Probably an older 
person, Alan T. Gaylord detects in her name a s·atirical 
.• • f 
· ------'--~~, ~--"tang" which "fulfills tlie atmosphere of· the court but 
/·not the cloister. »64 
~--1 • 
On . the other hand,· Sister Madeleva suggests that 
it is n~t clearly establisheq. that Madame Eglentyne chose 
· her own name (it b8i~qually possible that th'e name was · ' •, 
chosen by her superior as is the custom in s9me· orders),· 
·' 
. and that if the · "name is self-chosen· the chooser is 
' 
·Chaucer. 1165 She feels, moreover, tha1:; HEg1entyne" is 
. 
. 
~·exact-ly-what ·a little· girl would like to call her faver-
ite doll, 1166 and that if there is anyreligi9us connota-
tion in the name, it is "lost in the mists of hagio~pby.".G? 
-
_Sister Madeleva, in her sympathetic statement that the p . 
Prioress's na!le corresponds to a little girl.' s n'ame for ~-~~--- .: Vo' 
. 
her favorite doll, has perhaps a mixed notion of simplici-




gesting that she (however she may have. receiv,ed--her name)· 
.. 
. -is"' after all-- an imma~m.re religi·ous deserving ·of. at least• 
. 
t·, ·· miniBJal satiric treatment. Ernest Kuhl, however, if un-
' .. I.' 
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.. • , att-empt-~~to-· -prove· -that the Rrioress •s' name is , tlot purely • 
. '----~---=.~~~-~.----L _ :_i-omantic· by -~8ferring tO -~ · leg~Q in MandVille •s Trairels, ----- - , -
-··· -- -~ . ·, .. •. ' .· .. •' .. . .., ._ - . . 
. . '. . . . . --~ - . ..\. -··--------- . . -
• '111· 
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.. · wher.ein,. 81Eglentier11 · or. "·Eglantine" 1·s ci~ed as one ot the _ · ·,,· 
three. separate plants used in :f orming--!cn:r'ist _' s thre~ ·separ-
_ · ate crowns.68 ·R. T. DavieS, though acc~pting Kubl's state--, 
"ment that "Eglantine .. formed one of.the three crowns, says 
that it was not that crown but the one .formed from a. plant 
' 
. 
called "Russches of the See" which legend ~eld to· be extant · 
and worthy1 of veneration •. Even though "Eglantine" formed 
. ,, ·:,,,, . 
at least one of the three legendary crowns and in itself 
. could account for a pious connotation in the Pri·oress' s ---
•.. - 1' 
25· f·. 
1 L 
·. .. . ! 
. - \ : 
. ··. . . r 
' . ' ' l". :, . 
. f . 
' . 
. . . 1 
- ' j 
. j ... 
I 
name, Davies nonetheless strongly doubts ~'Ohau~er' s · aquain- ______ · ------·--·--- ~. "' 
' i 
- t~ce with any· such legend.-"69 
If it is difficult to account satisfactoril,: for·;~-. :_J_,i 
any religious implication in· the Prioress's name, it would .. 
· 
1
·· ~ seem that.,_t:;t1e one eKPlicit reference to religion in her. 
portrait (the· proper but nasal singing of the.divine, ser-
. vice) would be accepted for what it apparently is:· ,a care-
ful execution of a, r.eligious obligation. Insofar· <as the 









' ,. "1'.. • .. 
religious a sacred prerogative around which the .. entire 
monastic routine is regulated, Sis~_~r·~ Madelev-a does ac- · 
\:: 
. -c·ept . the Prioress's singing as ·a conscientious i'u·li'.illment 
of -a religious ,obligation. ?O -But · bec·ause Cha\lcer describes 
· ·-the singing and the intonati.oif in terms- .. of "ful weel ''· and. 
. "ful semely," Kemp Malone detects in the desc~iptio·n· the.·.· 
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- 1_-_\1,-. ' . 
·' ' 
_,_ .. Manly,_ in light of twentieth=century evidence on Gregorian . 
· ·. -. · · . :chant; ·thinks -it tra~i tionally _ appropriate an~_ in practice . ~· . 
· ... -~ 
··-1, ' 
-~ 
... .: . ~. 
"i, • 
..,)!. ·" 
"less fatiguing to.the voc~l orgallS. 1172.and in her statement 
Muriel Bowden 2;tgrees that ~.chanting the service ••• always 
( 
· demanded a_ nasal quality to ·avoid strain on the v6cal 
chords .. ,.73. Dom M. Brennan, however, disagrees th~t na$a'.l. ·· 
"chanting was.the aceepted custom in the Church and authori: 
tat~vely cites Benedictine legislation, which at least for· · 
' ' 
' the last two centuries, inveighed against nasal chanting 
) 
f and instea4 demanded_ clear, pu~e tones in singing the ' ' ~ 
. -
divine service.74 
.. Putting -aside for the moment the nasal quality-in 
~ the Prioress's singing, the propriety with which she·sings-
ean hardly be considered reprehensible in vi~w of what 
both Lina Eckenstein _and Eileen Power say. on the subject. 
Riss· Eckenstein wri tea that· "the celebration of the hours . 
.,. 
· formed at all times the .. great feature of monastic life, 0. ' 
8.D.d in itself involved a considerable amount of labor, es-
pecially during the later period, when ·the ritual or- ser'.... 
l vice had become very. elaborate. ·Indolence and ease -might 
,( 
·creep in between whiles, deterioration might take place··--··:· 
.. : in the occupations of the nuns·between hours, but the ob~ 
servance of the hours themselves constituted the nun's -· ·- . • I 
. '. 
privilege __ ap.d ·her raison d O etre, and was at all times 
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_ to routine neg+~_gence did cre$p into the .. saying of the 
--
·hours. She writes that most commonly-the 11fault Qf monks 





... . \ 
as possible in __ order to .get them over. They left out 
syllables at -the beginning and· end of words, they ,omit.ted 
,, 
the dipsalma or· pausacio between two verses,· so ··that one 
\ 
. - \ 
side of the.choir was beginning·the second half,· before . 
the other side ha'd finished · the .first; they skipped se!l-
- --
~ 
tences; they mumbled and slurred over what should.have 
-,- been 'entuned in their nose ful sem8ly. ' "77 Such testi-
- -~- , ...... ,'.". 
. ... .-- ... , ..... 
'-':! . 
mony, then, serves only .,.to en)ance the Prioress's careful 
.... -
perr·orii'ancfe · of her re~igious obligation. 
... . 
--As regards entuning the service in.·ihe nose, 
. / : 
/ 
it remains uncertain whether or not such was the actual 
. ' - I 
-.,· . 
practice .. in. the.·_~ourteenth century, although Dom. Brennan·•s .. · ,, 
. 
' . 
.. __ weighty evidence on th:e Benedictine tradition of chanting 
.• 
,. 
.would seem to indicate that it was more than likely not 
' ?8 
-the case. In view.of the facts, moreover, that the 
monastic or canonical hours of the service we~e divided 
-.. ' - t~ 
'througnout the entire day with long periods of interven~ 
ing silen9~...t th~t the verses of the psalms alter~ated 
, . I • 
.. - ,, 
I • between the two side·s of the. cho,ir with separating . pauses 
-~ ... -··· ··--~-·- ----~,---··· .. -.----.'- ., ;., 
in b.etween, and that~the different parts of each "hour" .. 
were assigned to di.f.f'e:nent members.of th8 community,?9 · " 
·. the theory· which conven~ently regards nas·a1 chanting as· a 
' ' . 
f - ·-
' , · 
• ~ . 
. ~. . 
f_ 
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-Since the Prioress's· singing in i·tsel.t. is proper. -- r 
• 
• 
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~d .does n~t iµ.disputably--inve·lve a mere affectation of·----; 
. . . 
. _,., -
- I 
·piety, D. w •. Robertson, to account for its satirical ef-
. . 
0 
feet, ,·views it as ·being· "rhetUically parallel'' with the· 
... 
. 
. Prioress's inelegant. attempts to "singttu \:"sic] French- at.~er 








--- . - - --. 
same sentence, Alan T. Gaylord. sees both items as irrever~---~--~ · ., 
. . 
ent "digs," p_roceeding from Ghaucer ... ··s technique. of. "giving 
0 
with one hand and taking away with the other."81 But 






. . ... , , ....... 
-~~ ...... ·.,, ... ·,,,. .. { 
.. 
... Dom _M. 'Brennan, discounti~g the "nasal· twang 11 in the Prior-
. ' 
ess. s singing as either proper" o'r: satirical, simply re~ ... ·:.' -
gards- it as a trait peculiar to her and nentirely in har ... 
mony with, and t~~-- result of, her co;nseiousness of French · 
after the 'seole of Stratford at.te Bowe. 'n82 
If the Prioress's singing, then,- is amusingly 
. 
. 
satirical at all, it can be so only insofar as it is 
· incidentally 11nasal".· .and thus reminiscent of her· Stratford 
. ·~---... -(Norman) French, which though peculiar to her nunnery and 
~-',\ 
most -nunneries at the time., nevertheless· was -no longer ,,,-· 




In the ·instance of. her· provinc_ial ~French, Madame-, - ., 
•, .' .. :· ' 
,. 
·- -·'"' ·~~ .. -- .- ... -,-
; Eg.lentyne but ·inadequate:lY ap_proaches the courtly. ideal·.; · tr. 
. . ' 
.. __ ,.: · in the ·detail~d account · of her. elegant. table manners_, 
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. - - ~ ... : ·. . . · .. John. L. L·owes trace·s-.J .the enti~e .de.Ele.ri.-pt.ion. of. f!~~ "cur-
' 
·>··'<··:· _, --~tei~-i~~:r~t __ table to the Roman de la Rose 9 in particular 
,...... . ' ~ -
· - to . that part where -- La Vieille . minutely describe·s the · kind -· 0 • • __ ·-·· • I ' ' / ' ' 
' 
' 
.. -. ,, .. , . 
' ~.' . . .~ ... - ' .. of dainty' table . manners ·wl.lich -a "woman . uses to allure __ a-








-----such a t~ansference, coming not so much from· the cour~ly 
love convention itself as ·rrom harridan-to-nun in a 
s·traight linear movement, is obviously humorous and Mur·1·e1 
Bowen agrees. 85 ·. But Eowes, moreove-r, believes that the 
·da-inty table manners in themselv~s are "distinctly more 
mundane than pious,"~ and here Miss Bowden dis~grees,in-
-··SOfar as tlie "table manners described are-,s.illterely those Of 
.· ·. · polite: society. 087 D. W~ R~bertsoii, however, th~nks that 
since · a "great lady" ·would be but little conc~d with . 
the triviality· of table manners and that since. a prioress 
,r 
_,.,' 
should be concerned· with- t.he "food .of the spir1.t·11 rathexa-
than with the proper etiquette iii consuming "food of the 





. 1 I 





' flesh,• Madame Eglentyne 's manne,rs are those o.f a "social. I 
,I 
,<JJ 
climber who"t:Wishes to.form a reputation for being lady-
like."88 Because it was the PrioresS'fl duty to entertain 
. . t t h t-.. bl . th ·· · B9 Al T. G l d v1s1 ors a er a e in .. e nunnery, , an • -· ay or .. 
sees nothing basically reproachful in her re.f.ined manners. 
'J, 
- But in view of the f·act th.at she is a prioress wi ~h the 
~ 
more important dllty of governi~ the souls under her care,9-0 
. . 
and that here her 11 'condicioun•· is being described "in terms 
Or good table· manners a~d courtly -decorum, n9l he detects · · 
',"<I. . 
. the el·ement of ha~sh sat·i~e at work in. the description. 
. I 
. ' 
.. ·.. '• 
. '\ . . 
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-9n the ·othe·r ·hand, however, G_~:orge -L. _Kittredge 
V . ·--' 
' " i.~ 
.,_; 
~- ·_>·.;_i--~· <>~--;~- .· : , .. :.se·es. ne·i th~r humor nor ~~tire arising, ;rom MadJ~ Eg18n• 
I :·\ 
. • !~~ -
• I 
• '.)~ ;· .-· ~-... .(~ 
. • 
.. 
I . tyne 's atperfec·tion of medieV'al· daintiness©". )ie · believes 
1· 
.1· ~ . 
' 
·-·, 
- ' I that · onI;f-the Huninstructed" · wo:uld laugh at;her manners. · 
and ··that Chaucer b.y no means intended "to ;~ok~ fun at ---·-· .. ·:··- c- ·--.--·-• 
-. ,· 
-. ,. . 
. · them. "92. .. Sister Madel.eva· afire8s, and ~rher explanatio~ 
I ~ . . 
. 
. ~ .·,:• ' . " . .-- ......... ·.,.-........ti. 
. I -
adds that the delica:t~ 'manners, __ inste9' of being an imi-, -- -
J 
• I 
. tat.ion of "cheere Qf . court, t1. <are mor~: likely an indica---. •, 
1 




·she eats.--,/carefully in order not t,o sQ1-l'her holy habit 
. 
. 
· t1hich, ·Sinc.6 she is traveling outside the nunnery, is 






. proba'bly __ new -- and· would. have to ··be given up for· an older or 
.'·more ·setviceable one when she returned from .her journey.93 
And Helen s. Corsa, · accou~ting for the 11sa·cred-secular 
. alternation·n 'ih the Prioress·• s character and finding it 
. ' 
.. impossible to det.ermine whether the s-ecular. or 'the sacred 
eleme~t predominates, accordingly regards the table man-
·,i . 
ners_or "social gre;cesu as befitting'~ lady as well as a , • -· ., • I 
• J1' 




Because it is in context of the Roman de la Rose · · .· ' . 
. 
'~ that Chaucer says "in eurteisie was, set ful muchel hir, ', ' 
.le-st," perhaps the Prioress's manne·rs _ are deliqate to a 
d I 




. -But.' to view a harmless ___ refinement ( in default of a des-
.. 




Chaucer's harshly satirical intentions would seem t·o im-
II--• 
,· 
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·to .. describe the· Prioress's "coridtcioun'' as he· saw ·1t, 
alld that he, after ·a.119' neither knew his go'od ecelesiS.s...; .·· ... 
t1~·s· from the bad or mediocre nor how : to "give 'each his · 
.. ···, --10,·· .·• .......; 
. . ; ... 
. ' 
-





· .just ·satirical. dflsserts. · LuXUry or gluttony· in rela:t~an 
. t~ the go·ver~ent ~f souls would 1,)e one matter; delicate· 
,. 
table decorum, however, inspite of the goveriim~nt of 
souls, is another matter. Moreover since i·n themselves·· 







' proper · o-r imprd'per -rather than as either "mundane or 
,, 
. "'· 




_antagonistically incompatible ··with the servi~e of God by 
any religious standards or in any religious context. With 
respect to the subject, an.equally strong but opposite 
influence to· the Roman_"_de la Rose is the account by Li~a 
Eckenstein on the decorum practiced by the nuns at Sion 
4 A'pbey,.- Speaking o:f the a!rang~ments ,the.~e, she writes: 
.:,,_:...,.,_ t''-•.:.. 
6 At Sion the abbess had her meals with . ' 
. the sisters, sitting at.a high table while they.sat at side tableSoooand the servitors 
or lay sisters wai tedo --when they had do.ne 
the sisters wiped th-air knives and spoons 
on the napkinso o othey were to guard against .. 
· spotting the cloth 9 and spilling the food, . 
and were directed to put away their cups-
... 
- ;··-·-- - -+ 
.. "· 
~-· 
and spoons honest and cl-eano o o intQ the O cof-. · · fyns' which were kept underneath~.the table, 
= ·.: ,.,~-·- ---·~----; 
," 
or in -~ome other place ·ordered bt\the abbess. 
~t the end of a meal the sist~rs swept to-· getp.er the crumbs t11i th their napkins 9 and · 
" then 9 at a sign from the abbes·s, th-ey bore the food at1ay to the· serving-houseo The youngest sister took the .first dish 9 an<t . . 
I )", 
each one carried away something according ,, to age ••• They C;jArried _away the drink and . ~~ 
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~ ·- .. -:' . . . . 
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~-
' . -·'·---·· . 
. :- ... ' .·.. /) i. 
· _·.: > -. pott~s and· .. cruses, .. after ·thys, bred.e, hole, 
. ' ' 
. . \ . . 
:··, •.. -.' • ' • ·.11. ''"'. 
-·· 
kytte, cantelles, ande· crommes, and laste ot .. al·le sal t 9 ° ... ending evermore 1r1ith -the abbess or· pres·ident 9 an9- inclining to ea~h 
'. sister .. as they took th~m ·- up ~d they again : . ·to tbemo ~ . 
. 
. The behaviour of· ·the sist·ers to each other 
--~· and to the abbess in the re.feet-Ory~ the dor'9 
-mitory 9 th~ ch~pterc::,hq_use 9 eteo·was care~ 
· .-fully regulatedo o o The sisters t1hen _ they met the abbess boi1ed to her, 0 for love _wi tnout-~ reverence is but childish love o O The desire 
~or refinement in bearing and behaviour is manifest.ed throughou_t by these directions, and ·s.ome of them are curious o Thus the 
.- . 
sister iJho tiashed her hands -was , directed not .. · 
J:~ • . to ·e jutte up O the water on another 9 no.r to spit in the lavatory 9 nor to presume to go 
'r . 
- . :!!!~~to~~; r:i~ef:etl~W:a:hfrig~:!u:::d:tc. 95 , . 
"' " ., 
. 
. 
. . . 
With the aim or preserving a sen~.e of proportion 
,in the matter, the courtly decorum, of· the medieval ro-
~anee is undeniably important in evaluating t·he Prioress'~· 
--
table ·manners. But in view of Miss Eckenstein' s account, 




equally important and far removed 'from the Roman de la . . ~ 
Rose 9 it _is possible that Madame Eglentyne * s .careful 
----~----~~·-- -. - . ··--·····--
manners ar~ a manifestation of the decorum demanded by 
'. and practiced in the highly regulated monastic life •. 
"-"----·. 
Since monastic, _decorum, then, can· at least, ,in part account 
'\ 
. J for the Prioress's.refined-table manners, it would seem . 
' 
-
.: more than likely that Chaucer regards th.em, insofar· as · ·-. 
-· 
----·--
- -~~- they are precise to th.e point· o·f being courtly, with a 
' :.... 
"""''f'·t\•,.:o"··,····· ..................... ,. gently satirical ey(J .• ·";· ,.·,. 
up--to thi~~ point, -the courtly inrluenc.e -up-on the 
I' ·•i, 
• I. -, \ 
. ' Prioress's c.haracter--coming mainly from the medieval ro-· 
.... , 
l?f t;~ (; 
·.~ 
.--· 
,;i --------- ----~-- ----- ~--------'------ . I . - .\ 






mance--has been but suQtly implied. In· a.bout the exact 
' 
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middle of tb:e po_rtra~t, -however:, the. implies.tic~ of cou·rt~ .-t·-· -, 
~ • 
~-'> .,.... } • 
~ . . . . . 
. ly politess8 becomes em:piicit whel'l Chaucer says it 11p8yned. 












141) Madame Eglentyne takes pains (s·he strives) to. imitate . ~ ,·_ -
;,;.I' 
- - . __ ,} -
. ' ' 
. -
courtly behavior, to be.dignified in bearing, and·to be 
---
· ~-_considered· worthy of respect. However deliberate· and out-· 
.. spoken this reference to Madame Eglentyne 's courtliness may · -- f'" . -· . . . . . . .. .., .. , ' 
,} 
-------be, 'its imp.ort is to· an · extent qualified insofar Chaucer· 
---l-inks it with dignified bearing and reverence. -The desire' 




.. -'.----~,~religious;· dignity and reverence~ however, notwithstanding 
~ 
- .. jheir correspondence-to courtly courtesy, accord well with 
a religious nature. Chaucer's subtle and -intricate blend-
ing or . the world and the e(oister is perhap~ i.n this ·· in- ' ·· · · ·. 
..... ·,:-stance the most obvious indication ,of ambiguity 'in the 
Prioress ';s charac·ter. - But whether or not· Ohaucer' s giving. 
---~- _ ~~----·-.-~ ~~- with one hand in the matter is e·qual to his -talting away 
!.'>" •• with the other remains to be seen. 
- i 
., 
Critical opinion, aceounting for the Jignificallce 
-- o-f the Prioress's bearing·, approaches the description -much· 
,' 
· in -the same way it did her table manners. Thus D. w~ Rob-
\ . 
' ' ertson, · viewing the line.s as·. satirically· anticlimactic, · ~ 
.. . 
says- that,"there are quit~_other grounds, which.have _!).oth-_ 
J' 







a nun is 'worthy of reverence. 1 " 96 ' Alan T. Gaylord, how-. ' ,' 
'"1....-
·.:'\i·· .. 
. ever., on the· ·basis" of Eileen Power's evidence that medie.val 
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.. , .. ·· · .,. · te;c-s to regarg.3_ ....the Priore·ss, then, as a noble·· lady who . _--
f,~. -
.. ...- ~- .. 
.. .• 
'}'' " ·. 
-,-, 
- - --- - ----~ --
. . . 
' ,/ . . -
. 
. I · "f.ound it difficult to p·ut away her e~ectat·ions. of a· -deb-,. 




apparently aristo·cratic status is. of no real· consequence 




. be.longs t'o , "Christ's nobility" and st_ill strives to. imi-. -· - l .... 
,I 
_,,_ ... l 
tate ncheere of court," he .concludes harshly tha~ she 
"imitates not the court of the New Jerusalem but of Baby-
lon" and could eastly dance in the, -Squire'~ garden. 99 
. . 
. 
I Similar in emphasis and conclusion, Bernard F. Huppe re-
"' 
gards the descrip,~ion_, in· its relation to the first line 
• 
-. 




_, ~.' ·" _, of the portra:.tv~-"Ther was also a Nonne, a PRIORESSE11--.~ ... -. .· ~ 
. ~ , .. 
as an unfulfilled expectation. "lie believes, furthermore, 
that this is an unequivocal indication that the Prioress 
' 
does not imitate the manners of the heavenly court, but . 
-,~ instead "aspires to live .in the Squire• s ~orld of , 'curtei-
-, 




meaning and "slight shock value'' insofar as ''courtly ladies 
achieve respect for their birth and gentle manners,"&¥-
"nuns are revered -for their holiness"!lOl 
In accordance with the soft· approach, Ge--o~_ge L. 
Ki tt·redge deplores any interpretation which regards- the 
I \ 
• 
Prioress's bearing as a strained courtly affectation. For 
' . 
·~ 
···· ·. · ·· him, .it is instead "exquisitely ~ourtly" and thoroughly 
becoming her Office and amiable disposition. 102 Muriel 
'•i-
-
.. :..~. ------·--···--·--~ - ·~..,,-· 
· ~owden, however, recognize$. ~ot. _ only the religious 
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s igni f' i c anc e ·· of· rt;he Prio~ess's office but .also· its social · --
. ' 
,, .. .,0 . ,· importance arid ihterprets the entire descriptiO~- tO mean 
'0 
-------- ' • . . /~ ' :::··· J 
• 1 
•• 
· · .-- .• - ./ • ._.· ~ j ... _ ·that .. Madde Eglentyne ·. ' .. takes pain$· to uphold· -the dignity 
. .· ; 
· ~ ·-or her calling • .,io_; Even· though Miss Bowden makes no ~ . . . . .. .. . ' ! . 
distinction between ••cheere ·ot court" and "reve.:r;:ence,- 11 · yet 
'-'. ,-·;~~- .. - - . 
~he. does a. good work insofa~ as she basically take'i:l, .. into ~ . 






'.~ ' account th~ historical evid.ence_ of .Eilee-n: Power, who s·ays: 
.... ,.. 








I I • I .• 
esses, ranked among the_ great folk of the country side. 
They·-· eng,oyed the_ same prestige as the lor,ds .. of the neigh-
bouring manors a.Ild SQ.me extra d~ference on- account 0£ their ' , 
. . religion. It was.natural that the Prioress o~ a nunnery 
should be 'holden digne or reverence. 111104 DesPite the 
· fae-t -that Miss. Power finds it noteworthy that most medieval 
·-- ~nuns were from the upper: c·lasses: (having been born and bred 




"unmistakable 'lady' in his typical prioress, 11105 John --~--~-~· 
.. 
) 
- ·- . 
.. '0 . 
Reidy regards Madame Egleptyne's· manners as indicative of 
· a: "member of a lower class -~ttempting to appear gentle, 
'b.ut succeeding t~ough· overemphasis in being merely _gen- . 
r,-:" 
. 
· tee1. 11106 Although he is' aware· of Marie p., Hamilton's 
testimony ·t~hat St. Leonard's was not so poor or 1·ow claS"s ' . .. 
' 
.. , 
· ·. in comparison· with -Barking9l07 yet he .f eel.s t}l~:i,e stili 
und9~btedly rema_ined a "certain· sno,bbery in their· mutual··• 
_ relations."· Since it-' ~s likely that Ohaucertis courtly 
.~.. t . ,. ,-
.. r. . . ,··_·.,·:-:_~~, ... _:,audience'. wo~uld be,·aw.~re of th:i.sp situa~ion; tl).e ·Pri'oress(s ' • '·~ 
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Hc~rteisie," he believes, woul4 imuiediatel-y provoke their > ....• 
·,,.-
···. r:.·· 
• • •• ' J 
• ' 
• w 
• ?·:,:· -- · -- ·. . · · · · · . · 1oa-·--·-----------· · · - -j/ 
__ ,-t.,,,., -~~--. --~~.gentle laugh_j;ere ~-., And 1Edwin J ... Howard 9 in his disti~c--.-- ---'-~-'::·t: 
.. . 
, ... ··. 
· · · -tion between n cfheere of c ourtUI ~d a~reverence ," _sympathe~- _ 
:~ .. ::.:. 
-· - . ' . 
i 









· ical1y views the courtly bearing as "naiv·ete.'1 rather than . . . 
' 
"worldliness .. arid the· desire for dignity alld· 'respee1? as 
.. 
. prop.er and naturally/_ fitting because Madame Eglentyne is 
the.head or·a eonvent.109 
Insofar" as hard and soft critics alike generally 
. empb,asi·se Madame -Eglentjne' s _rank of Prioress in inter-• > 
. . 
preting her dignified bearing, it will .be especially im-
. 
. . 
-portant, in--·determining to what degree it either fulfills 
· or falls· ·short _9f the first line of her portrait, to take 




of her office. On "the basis of what Miss Power says, 
her desire for courtly courtesy and reverence is socially 
'J'(·-
. na~ural since., aside from her appare,·ntly aristocratic up-
bringing, ~er raIµC of Prioress affords her prestiga equal 
-~\ 




vi·ously cited account . of. the decorum practiced at Sion . · 
Abbey indicate.a t;hat her bearing is also natural from a 
·~religious point of view;. we have only to rec.a~l that· n1ove 
C--' 
-
without reverence is but childish love," especially in 
,, 
· 1:ight of· the fact that reli·gious superiors are tradition-
' . 
ally. regarded as r~presentatives of' Christ himse·1r. 
- ) 
. ,_spite $Ven the poss~bili ty, that they· may be··- lacking in 
virtue, yet· in their"·exaj~-ted positions of authority, they 
- . 
-
·· . are still to ·be rev~red by t~eir flocks~ Moreover it 
I '. 
' I 
~ ~ .. 
., .. , ... 
! 
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"f~ ·. · .,Sh.OUld .. be mentioned. that in aC~OrdanC8 ··with the. teaching 
' 
' : . 
' 






. :.of_the· Ch:µrc~ as -it is_commonly rec_eived, the,_religious,. 
I • • • I . -~ . 
- . 
~ I . -··------·-~-those ·who care to revere him) ·:because of his state -of re~-, - J . .. 
Iigion or p·e_rfection~ i.e., "the .. actual exterior··manner 
of li.f'e fixed by rule and obligationnllO 'and not because 
of his lif:e cit religion, • i • e •' "the real_ living and moving ._ 







,·· . :, 
.• -
': .,. . '. 
/ (. .. . ~ . .. .. 
I ' 
·and profession of- yows, the religious enjoys .-a higher or 
' 
mor·e perfect sta~e in life than the .laywan, who does not 
freely elect to follow t~special obligations imp~sed by 
the rule or the vows to att~n a spiritual goal ~ore per~ 
t-. .... 
fectly" an,d, quickly. Evidently this is what Mis.s· Powe:T!(.Q 
I 
has in mind when she says that, aside from the resp·ect 
.. 
socially received because of their rank, monastic superi-
ors received usome ·extra- deference on ac-count o-f their _., ·. 
religion. n 112 Since it is for this reason that the re-
\ligious receives respect, and since it· applies t.o Madame 
Eglentyne both asa religious and a Prioress, it would be 
somewhat unsafe to imply as B~rnard 1. Huppl hyperbolically 
,., 
· - seems to do,- that the word "reverence'' in the Prioress's 
(i portrait has a ~'shock val·ueu insofar as "nuns are revered . -
. 
~or their holinessnll3 _.:..a holiness which he pres~mes·. ~ .,. . 
-·"'· 
Madame. -Egl·entyne----should 'necessarily· have ··-but serio~sly 
- ·I \ 
lac-ks end is, therefore., c.ulpable to th~ point· of---de-serv- ·.· • L .. 1, 
' . ,~ 




. . Even though it is natural that the Prioress- be 
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·:,· ---reverj~ed from both ,a· social_. and -religi·ou_s viewpo·fnt·,. and. 









• I ·:she seems to delight some.what in~rdinately in these things 
... ,.,,.... r ~·· 





: ,.. _, , . 
.. , 
---··--···-·-. -· 
, · :as a way of life. ~Because'-,~~e sets her heart upon courtesy _ ... 
. 
'. 
8.lld reverence to the point oi·'··\rnaking it· noticeable and ex~ .. : 
. 
. ~ 
plicitl.Y wort·hy of comment, it would seem· that,ehaucer in· 
' . 
this instance gently takes away a li:ttle ~ore with one 
hand than he· bestows with the other; . in effect, he sees. a 
nun wh·ose character is molded ~Y her surrounding's to the 
extent -that legitimate, values receive·· the wrong emphasis. 
~ I. , ' 
Havi.ng spoken of Madame Eglentyne ·~ co·urtiy bear~ -
ing and desire for reverence, Chaucer proeeeds to speak · 
of her "cons.cience and tendre herte, "·- which ~e primarily 
• 
reveal·s by showing charity, pity, and tears, inextricably 
. , ,. 
bou~d up with -mice and "sma+e houndes" in distress. · In-
I·:: sofar as the mere . external possession of dogs helps to · 
reveal something . of the Bri~ress' s inner character, and· 
since· her possession and tre_atment of them have been .. , 
critically called into question, it will be good fi_rst of -
. 
. 
all tQ -.deal with the subject of convent pets •. ·; 
' ~ 7 Ernest Kuhl says it was common for nuns in the 
fourteenth~,century to keep dogs, 114 and although Mis~ 
- ' 
. 11- ··,r1 
- '\ ,. ' 
ow4en agr~es, yet sh• adds that sihce the ricb were 
·. -colded from the pulpit for lavishing e:x:trav~gant care I' 
,. 
upon_ pets, and sine;:~ nuns were forbidden·by ep~scopal 
injunctions . ~()·-!tt,t,~ the~),...~adame Egl8ntyne is :in,deeQ. 
.. 
·- ,j 
• .·•.:::.: . 
- •' . ' .. 
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her . ~mall. dOgs. Il5 . Becau'se' ~r the delie~t·e ·ca~e. given . · ... 
. -
:-.the d·ogs, D. w. -Robertson calb_ them "spoiled"; t·heir 
possession, "anOther courtly af'feetation. 11116 Following . 
suit_,· -Alan T. Gaylord cal~s the dogs. "i-llegal·, their bread.· 




----·-· .. -,,. •. ....... . .. , 




- ' '--" - --
I . / -. ,I 
,John Manly and Sister -Madeleva·,' however,_ believe that not 
only in the middle ages but also today, older n~s, (among 
· · whom the,- Prioress is -probably one), were permitted to keep 
a dog or two. Manly furthe~ suggests that on.l.y the , , 
'!stricter zealots · of the church regarde~ [J>ets] as iilt~r-I ·1_ 
., · faring with entir, deYotion ·to God, 0118 and Sister Ma.de-
-





' leva- adds that the roaste)d flesh and wastel bread ('"the -
-
. . best grade of wheat bread11 ) 119 are not necessarily a sign 
ot. "ope~- extravagancen. on the Erioress' s part sine a, they 
are probably table scraps.120 John .Steadman, though ac.-
1 cepting the· explanation of table scraps and making allow-
v 
- ~ -
ance for ro·asted flesh (at leas.t in the form of fowl) as· 
leg! timate table fare, nonetheless -still · de tee ts the ele- -
__ .. 
ment of.harsh sa-trire in the description. The reason for 
it~--'-he believes, is ~hat fine bre-ad and milk indicate .. that·; 
the Prioress is-guilty of "so.ft liv!ng," which but ill ac- .. 
cords with Benedictine o~ monastic discipline. 121 A~ 
Florence· Ridley, in her argumep_t _ for a mild degree ·of sat-. 
ire in the description, sums it up by saying harsh critics· -I>, 
,r.. 
' ' 
apparent fact that "in _Chau"cer'•I s day the keep- ' 
overlook the 
' ' - 7' L...._I 
·. ,._ · -~~ ing' of pets, like 
. 
- - - . -. I 
traveling, was reg\llated but not pro- -- . ' 
-
. ·- . 
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a.craps, "though i!ldic~t;ing a departure .from the high' i . 
--- r. 







· .... ..-......... :..;r, 
.\ 
. ·• 
ideal of origi-n-a-1 monasticism,"·could.hardly.beconsidered 
th8 object o.t Chaucer's ''excoriating Satire~ 11-123 
Whether Madame Eglentyne_had_permission from the 
·J bishop or his visitor ·to keep her small dogs "upon· which, 11 -
-sugge_sts Miss- Power, "Chaucer looked with a ~indly unepi~-
~ ~ • •wi·:~·~: __ _ 
copal eie"124 is not absolut81y certain. But Miss Power's 
evidence does make it certain tha.t although on one hand· -the 
bishops· and visitors of nunneries did "crusade against con-






--. - the Abbe~; a"t Ro.ms~y clearly teS~lties), 126 nevertheless· 
,, 
---
.. on the other they oc e as i o nal ly allowed a prioress to keep 
._. 
" 
· · - 12? 
- ... -~a dog or two. It is important, moreover., that the con-, 
. ,: . 
. . " ct 
text of the injunctio~s be borne in mind. In almost all 
cas·es (and particularly in the case at· Romsey}- injunctions 
forbi-dding pets were" issued primarily because nuns, after. 
the custom qf aristocratic women who kept pets_.Alnd brought 
--
the~ to church, likewise at times brought their pets into 
church or the choir where they greatly, dis,turbed. the ser-
ious devotion ·or the divine-- service. 128 
In _light -of such e_videne e, it is possible that 
-~-Madame Eglentyne mi-g:ht have legitimate permission to keep 
__ ·---a few pet d9gs. -_And sinee __ ·we are-,no·t-sure .. whether ·she_ --,. 
- ---- ·····-· --




_ d • or devotion, or whether she _f e,d them well~-to . the point of· 
-·· ·, > ! ·', ! 
t • 
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.'\ JDOre than likel·y that Cha~cer employ~ a mild or g~ntle i .. 
. ·--··"··· 
. ) 
_. . .degree of.satire in the description inso:rar as the Prior-··-··~---.. ·_: ----,...----. . ,---· -
. ' 
.. ess .( in keeping with t_he- cou~t~y charac.t.er of her en·tire 
. ... 
.... ,i_' . 
. :.....,·· . 
. . 
····• pc.:rtrai t) retains "smal-e houndes 11 ' .. · arter the, c-Ourtly Q•er 
\\ . . 
... 
. 
·-. . - .. -" of ____ t.ashionable, ar-istocratic laywomen.~ 
. _ We .m'1st now turn from the Prioress's possession ' . 
·' 
.• 
of animals to the de·script:ion of her ''c.onscienc.e'' as it 
i~. reveale.d by her _response ·to their suffering. ~ere, 
"' M~:riel Bowden det·e.c.ts Chaucer's !'sterner criticism" at 




. :-..,-· ... 
. ,·. 






. animals i·s evidence that she nis not gr·eatly concerned 
-0Ve'.r th.; suffering of he_r fellow-man. 11129 This supposedly. 
"real imperfection" in the Prioress's character· is -further 
strengthened, she continues, because Madame Eglentyne in 
.her_ Tale matter'° o:f factly recounts the tortures of the 
jews; and' Chauce~, though explicit in his reference-of 
' love of God and neighbor in the 
I' 
~-Pa,:son' s p,ortrai t ,' yet. 






., ,----: ~ 
. . . 
. . 
. . This kind of critic ism, base:d either on .. Chaucer's omissions 
' . Q~ on comparisons· with the .portraits of the other~pilgrims, 
becomes typical in the argµments .. of most harsh cri ties on 
' ~ _ · · -the subject~ Thus ~JQ:bn ·stead.man, following Miss Bowden, .. . . ·--·' .... \ 
. . 
: 
adds the_ Plo.wman to the Parson in his view and says:· 
nohaucer has not only pointedly, omitted any -rere_rence· to ·t_;tie 
' 
' . 
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.. ·. since in the _portrait .of the Plowman he defines the true .. 
.. · objects or chaI"itY with exactnes.s and precision. nl:;l And ·. 
,, 
. 




·:·:_.· .. ·~· .. ·· weeping pve.r·: human beings, views _the "tend~rheartedness ·as 
........ 
'~ . 
' a. nwarped _,quality" in ·h_er character since she "_weeps .only 
o·ver ·such. sentiment-alized- suffering and app~r~ntly igno.res · · 
, 
the human S'\lffering so prevalent around her."1~2 · D. w. 
Robertson, ho·wever, finds "uhmistakabl.e sarca·sm 11
_ in the 
. description insofar as he prefers to . interpret. the word 
"ccinscience" strictly as moral conscience rather than or .. 
' \ ~ in spite of· its addi tiona·l meailings: n sensibil~ ty, or 
" 
solicitude,. or concern." He believes ·"to gloss . 'conscience' 
. sensibility •• ~is simply to destroy the irony"' w·hich he 
. 
' 
finds in the context of the description: On one hand,\?'the. 
'•· .·. 
-· ·. subject ~s- a nun, whose life'._is dedicated, presumably, .to 
.,,,,.,,.-~· meditation and devotion, and to charity within the disci-




·(·.·· ...· ·.• 
, .. 
I. 
pline of aruie," but whose charity, on .the other, extends 
only so far as to weep over mice and puppies.-133 · Leaning 
p.ar-tially on John .Steadman for $.upport, Alan -T. Gaylord. 
~ 
~says, "Because Chaucer is meaningful through what he does "' ' 
I not say'and in the· way he arranges his material," there is ' 
. 
-/ "between 'But· for to.speken pf hire conscience' and. 'al. ' ' 
. 
. 
I' •' ",,. • 
__.-,,, '#' • 
-
· was conscience and tendre herte' ••• :nothing but the ,shallow-- · 
. 
' 
·. ness of bathos. 11134 .. Bernard.F. Huppt{, like Robertson, 
detects irony in the context of the descri·ption becaus·e 




'··1 \. with the word· "But," whicp.~ follows ''reverencen ~d begins .. . ' 
. :-:-~} ,,,. ,,. 
' 
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r -· • ··-·..;•_;_,,· 
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• .,· ;·-· -··11 
·the .description ot:th~ Prioress'.s teer-ings-, · Ch.aueer seems_· 
···-··to be describing the interior spiritt1al .character·~ot ·a· 
' 
. . .. 
~.- ._.~ . ~·--
<I- .• 
.. : nun· in· terms of u s,pinst·erishly sentimental- feelings about ' - - \.. . 
. . 
dumb ani~~is. ttl35 And. Sherman Hawkinsf r·orwards the view I 
. .~:-_ : 
. J_~ ---




~key to ~he.frioress's character.is childishness" and "the 
?,, :..-, .. :. affection [.h8J. lavishes on her 'smale houndes' is that of . . ;• 9 ~ . '' 1 .. 











. ,,., -~ ...... 
. ' '': ' 
···--·-- -. 
. -
.With ·re·spect to ju·dging the Pri·oress ·harshly _in 





: ' : . ' ' 
., •. 
light of what Chaucer does not say ( and in spite of wha-t,. 
·r- he,does s~) or 1 in relation to her .fellow pilgrims, it .. · 
· "





chari t~ so grea.t .or real, he would have allo~ed her to go ,'~ 
. away chastised·· only by the whip of compl_ete omission ot 
details or of mere comparison with other pilgrims. Since 
. in the hierarchical importance. of. commandments and virtues· 
charity ra~s- highest, .an·d :its absence in- -a~~-nun is a ser-
ious fault indeed, it does seem like,ly.., insofar as Chaucer 
is explicit in mentioning charity as regards Parson and. 
,,-· Plowman, that he would b~ at least explicit (one would~ex-
.pect) in reproving her for her la-e-k---o-f'-i.t. To judge ·her 
: harshly on mere ground~ of omission .or comparis,on- seemingly 
:._---~-------------infers more than Chaucer ~mplies. In effect, is not. the 
- . ·,", .. 
assumpti(?n or ·inf e~ence here weightie.r and t~us·" unequal 
. . ,·.. 
. 
. 
. . ··P 
~-- ···---- . to .its supporting _evidence?. ,This· of course.t does .not· mean 
J, 
we should discount· Chaucer's ·subtle me.thod of revealing · 
,' · .-,.,.1,.,_.:tl -1· ... ~ ... :.::-; 
I)' ,..- character faults in his pilgrims or our own of discovering 
.. 
. .r,;,. 
. . ,,._,, I -"1 ·-
., · .. - .... ~·· .. 
.. ,, 













. . :.· .. · . :v .. ,:,. 
' . .,~,, 
. I . 
••. ·1 .. 
44 ,. 
' . ,._:_ .... :~-.' ,• 
·-;., ' . ' ........... · .. 
. ,. . 
. ·them~ Nor ·doeS it mean w8 shollld refrain from using com-. . 
. 





-~ - J parison for· reasonable and l~gitimate· Purposes; it SUg;.-~--· ~~------------- -
·.·.·. gests oilly that. a seriouslY reprehensible fault, in accorQ- · ?~ ; · 
,#•' ~. • 
r ;;;~ , ... ·"'r .. f·.,. .. · -
.,, 












.. receive-a .an unmist.akable or at least a well-aimed .reproof. r 
Since Chaucer in.this instance neither explicitly· 
mentions a f ailu~e of charity_ in the Pri·oress n.or explicit-,,,, 
. 
. ly rebukes her for it, it· would seem to be a·- good deal 
safer-- to . avoid· readtng the account of her tender feelings ,. 
toward suffering animals as an indication that she auto-
matically rejects human b~ings or ignores their suffering 1 • • ' . 
'<l 
... ,.~.tmd is, therefore, seriously · culpable to the point of 
. 
..--··· 
m,rit~ng harsh satirical treatment.· 
' 
It· remains -now to speak of the sympathetically . 
' . 
well-intentioned but p~tchologically oriented views on 
p • . ) 
· ·the s.ubject. Among them, Geor·ge ~ L. Kittredge' s famous 
. 
-~ 
one serves best as an introduCtion. Describing the 11ttle 
.. , 
>-c,,le.rgeon' s anxious mother in the Prioress .-s Tale as she 
--




"ess · know of a mother's feelings? ·Everything, though she ~ 
· · is ne:rer to have· children, :paving chosen, so she thought,· I ' 
t_he better part. But her heart goes out, ~Lin y.earnings · --~~.~ " 
whi.ch she does not comp~ehend or_ ~ry to analyze, t~·-·----~~!~~~!-~~ . -
.,• •. 
. .. 
_ · dogs-, and. li_ttle · boys at school. -~~-Nowhere is the poignant . --~_,.,.,,,.__,,,;,t,U,H,t:111.",,,,,<o,,,.1,,,t".,:;:;.,"1~'1'• 
. ... 
. . 
trait of thwar-1ied motherhood ·so affecting as in this char-· 
aeter .of the- Prioress~ r1 137 -- . ' . Dom M. Brennan disagr!'es. C with· 
... 
... . ,'. . ~ . ., .... 
t_.. . ~-'"· • . - . • ~ 
I. 
\-; . 
. ..... : .. ~ ... 
... 
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' ' ' · .·-· ,· ·,· ... Kit!redge 's ·remarks, along with John Lowes 'j ·statement:· thit .. · · • • ''• ~ 
I 
I 




. · -,-· -CbE(lucer de:piet·s in tlJ.e. Prioress .the ttengagingly imperfect - ~.; 
· : , . > ·· · · ..... · · submergence of the feminine in. the ecclesiastiCal • .,i,a · 
.. 
. I" -








.~ince such views, he believes, are basically insulting 
• 
- - f' • • 
• 
-·-,. ...... · 
- .. ...- , -






lir.ig by free el·ection, construing the Prioress's tender-
ness ·tow~rd ani~als and children as ·"a frustrated mother-1 
• 
- ·' hood or·· a smothered woinarihood''- :is by no means ·a po.int w_ell, 
taken. 139 .FlOrence Ridley• however, -ac'eepts the substance 
··-or-xittredge' s interpretat,ion in her reading of the Prior-
ess as a tend~rhearted but "simpltminded: 0 individual, : say~ .. 
ing, "those dogs are her children, the· only ones she i"S 
ever likely to have ••• and ••• her re1-igious vocation, while 
' 
. 
it may have redirecte~, has ··not, stifled her basic femin- ,-
~-
r 
~- .. ., ___ --- - ·--- --·---·- ·-·- ----- ---·- -
-
. 
. \ ' ·1ne instinct o.f maternal l~Ve. n140 Somewhat outside the 
pale of Kittredge, John Manly. speaks of the Prioress's 
' 
. 
"preservatio"n of that feminine need · of some object upon · _ 
. 
. ,._ ... 
which tcf· lavish a natural humab. affection"141 and Eileen 
Power, of the "not······-easily eradicated ••• feminine fondness· '• .! . - - ... '. ,i! ' 
-
-
- " ' \. ,. for something small and alive to pet, " perhaps inso·tar as 
"human affections will find an outlet under the most se-
4 
\re.re of , rules • "1 ':'-2 ' . 
. 
. - ... ' .-.~-.;. ·-·•·"~-,-- . 
- '' \ .ks · regards ·.an . assessment ·-or the views abo.ve, in . 
. 
. 
.. ,,, : · particular Kittredge' s and those whie_h agree or disagree; • • j 
• 
> 
,' .. . 
. 





:both- stress method of. interpr.etation and. make provocative 
and.·persuasive · arguments against such analyses of char·acter. 
' 
' ' 
·- --· • \ .; :1 . 
. --- - : \, -
~· .. ,._·-: .... -· ·. . . 
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·' -- .. ' 
:,.'• ---
- p~t bS.ck i.nto the fourteehth centu:t'Y'; he cautions, fut.her..- •...• _1:... --------· .. -~ 
. 
. ..... .. 
"' .. more·, that an interpretation of' a fictional character···~s , 
. 
. 
-. actions (and may not. faults as actions be included here)_ 




.. - ... 
------ -Bro-ns-on,--however,- questions_· the association ... o_f the 
· nun• s ·charity with the "frustrations of the unmarried, " and - . ., . 
. . 
· ,p-ointedly asks, "Why 'th.e poignant trait · of thwarted 
.motherhood'? Is it.not psychologically possible--nay!.'/ 
probtible--that for her the Prioress's way. o·f life was any-
-thing but pain.tul--was· not rather· a tµlfi'linen·t, a ge-nerous' 
-·-
.release, Q.f her .maternal i~pulsef:l, _ such as they might· have 




that if the Prioress weeps over suffer~ng animals, is it 
not equally · probable that she would weep all the more -- over ! 
~ ·human· suffering? _ In short·, what Br,onson offers for our • 
J•. 
, .,- ~- _ ,, acceptance is . that in interpreting the Prioress• s or an::, 
- ') pilgrim's portrait or Tal~, we have no "licence to infer 









--c °"veries, though testifying to Chaucer's deep understanding • I)" 
I 
' 
_ .~ of_· human nature, _ne<?~,ssarily means he d~liberat.ely _set out 
,,., . . ' -
- ··-·--·-·· .. ·-··· -
-tO demonstrate them as pai-t of his intention. 145 If all 
-· -····----·------·----·--
. . .. 
. - . this applies . to sympathetic interpretations of the Prioress's 
" 
' . 
-_ character, -how much more so to b.arsh ones. 
:•. l, 
' 
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1 ' . 
('> . 
.. 
' 1 · . . .. · · · · ,... . ...... tenderness as. reveil.led in her· portrait. or of. unreservedly . 1_____ -- -------------~ - - • -ff, - - .... - ~ - -:.--:- -
. 
.., 
L ".. .• 
~. 
. t,, . • ' 
· . .-acc~ting the psycholQgical i:p.terpretations just dealt - '. i 
• 
' 





- . , . . . 
. : 
. ---,•· - . 
~[· . possible t_,~- account to~· the presence ot gentle 'satire in LJ . . ' . 
l .... 
1 -- 'IJ .. ·. 
her weeping over animals rather than the complete absen~e 
o·:t it~-for -example, after the- ·opinion of .Kemp Malone who . - \ 
.~- __ .·_· __ c.on~trues · her· weeping to bezy the ultimate perfection of ten~ 






~-is capable of being acceptably demonstrated if he·r Ott-con-
-· sci enc en· is regarded as not being inconsistent with the I . 
pervasive courtly coloring of the -entire portrait147--~ .. 
. color.ing_, i.t might be added, which, al though obfuscating 
' . 
' t 0 
, her religious character, yet does not n~cessarily negate 
.it co~pletely • 
.. ,-. 
· By way of demona.tration, the Prioress's·. refined 
.. courtly mariners., speech,' dress, and dignity -csth perhaps 
be associated with her weeping over small animals as a 
-manifestation of a courtly refinement of sensibility 
rather than a·s the expression of mere sentimentality in 
·.- the sense ot ·· pure mawkish emotionalism tor its own sake • 
.a 
· Sentimentality in this sense seems to hint of a vulgarity . . .. 
-
. inconsistent with the.delicacy of the rest of th~ portrait. 
. . a 
. 




--- -- ' 
. .·_ be Compared with that of the Parson's~ ot whom Chaucer sB.Yln .......... __ •. 
•• ::~u-~ -' 
--',. 
.. 
····- ... '"!_le waited after·no·pompe and·reverence,;· Ne n.i.a.ked him a' 
., 
. / ' 
. 
· · · • 
1 
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- . . ··~·,f. . 
-,' 
- ) ' .... 
. .. ~.,~: twelve/ He taughte, bu·t r~r·st he folwed it hymselve·~" · ·. 
(_11.··\ 525-528) The context in which the Parson's "co.n-., ,_ , . __ , ..... 
, . 
• 
. : ,sci8nce" is described differs, of course, from that of the 
, ';• 
48 
- . . 
'. ·.·,:~:· : .. ~ · .. 
,-· .-... ,. 
, ~ ' 
Prioress's. His is not· "spieed"'·'~in reference to the qualit;r • . '"..,Q. 
.. 
- ---·--------
',,ri • . ot .. instruction he· tee.ds · ·his flock or· in relation to his - . 
--




Ghristianity's basif doatrine without subtly sophisticated 
-·-' ~- .. 
~----.--~-
. , ' 
. distinctions or highly refined arguments,. unlike perhaps "t'' -
- ___. 
;_-:1. ~. -~ .. 
' .- .,. ·, •:<"•·- :··~ -~ - ....• -~-··-
.·w:,)• 
.. 
the Schoolmen, or some preachers· of religious ord·er1;3. · Such 
an attitude is thoroughly in tune with his neglect of 
-
•·pompe and reverence. " · 
•, 
But the Prioress's "·conscience" is refined, so-
.. ~ phisticated ( she would like to. ·think)., over-fastidious;...~ .· 
. :· ·i 
or "spieed"--not in the manner of pious·instruction as 
-
' . \ ,_ 
regards her flock·, but after the m.anner of the insttuetion 
or dictates of courtly courtesy •. In this instance she 
. 
. 
seemingly takes pains, as she does in imitating ~cheere of 
court!' and in desiring reverence, to show that even her 
inner character· or feelings .are delica.tely tuned and in 
accord Wfth her nice external bearing and appearance. . .~. 
· Thus the Prioress 0 s sensibility. or "conscience"· ·. 
is···perhap~ viewed by Chaucer with a gently . satirical smile 
...... insofar as: it i~ .:f.'~stidiously or .. scrupulously refi,ne·d,_ and 
----
. . 
,_ to prove it, s-he · goEts so far · as 1;o weep over small . sutf er- . 
I:, .. •\·•: 
..,. . ing .. animals. 




over to an elaboration of. her physic ..al attritubes and · ..... · . . . 
·-
l , . 
' 
. •. 
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. . ,. - "" 
_·dress, .. or what·:Alan ·T. ·Gaylord. ·calls "physiognomy and· 
~ 
. . . 
.. 
.. 




.. ' "" . , ___ ,,· 
trait, there ·is conflicting. ·critical commentary.· . . . r • • ~-· 
_·:S:--t• .. ~.lf" ' ... 1.. " • •, 
__ On· the· question of Madame Egleytyne O ~- "ful. semyiy . 





· · ·· p that it simply "should have been plain, Il.ot fluted. n148 
· · ·~ut Sister Madeleva thinks that since the twentieth-century 
'. ' 
- --~------- --
· Bene·dictin~ wimple is "fluted" or· as she says, "accordeon-
r 
• 
. ------:=· --- ·: _ .... · ., ,_ ple~ted in ... concentric circles," it is possible that the -
.:-,. 
. 
. Brioress's· wimple is appropriately described by·Ghauqer 
' 
. 





" . (ev~dent-ly on strength o.t the tai thful pre_servation of_ ~ 
~--~ 
. :•' .. 
medie·val · monastic tradittons even in twentieth-century 
convents, especially as regards the religious habit)_, an.ct·· 
• that she wears it as a ,matter of "duty and tradition ••• :p.ot 
'\,,•-
vanity.n149 
On th" matter of the ,,.ful fety~ 11 c~aak, Kemp Malone 
~ -~~~--'~-- -~. thinks it a pasi ti ve sign of the Prioress:' s worldliness 
I 
• •• I 




Sis~er Madeleva,. however,· s_ays that the Prioress· wears it 
~- -------~--in accord.ance with the· stipulation o·r the Rule' which pre-. - . . . ~ 
·),, 
sc.·ribes a "more -llonest"' or ''new and clean" habit when . ' 
, 
. .,.,,.-· ~--. 
. . : , 
r ... 
. ~--, 
• 'r,i ... ;, 
t.raveline; · outside the nunnery. 151 Miss Eckenste~n, .though, · · . 













• I . 




shall. wear 'm_o,re--· honest' clothes (t.hat is clothes more · . ' . ~· 
J 
,.. .. .. 
. ! . 
, . 
. I . ~,.. ...... ~ . ~ 
- ' -~ ·; ... 
' ' 
. ••/ . ,. 
. 
; h ', 
. ' ' 
-
. ,il ' . 
. 
·~ . : . . ' t .· 
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' -···· ,-···----. ,---·--"····· ·--··--·--· 
. clearly show;i-ng their profession), , which they can take. 
oft on coming home 7:forsimpler ones.,"152 
" . 











fluted" or whether her cloak is- ttnew and c-lean" or show~·· r, ' 
• 
. 
- '···-~, ...... ...__ ....;__• • -- f/ ing her professio~ more clearly in some way unknown to.us, 
the important thi~g suggested here seems to be that both 
• 
... 
. - ' --
~ -.. --- · 
' 
. items ·are neat, gr,acetu~, well-mad:e, or handsome; they are· " . , .· - ...... ,_.,. 
·- .... -..... 
. 
. -------








··". ' . ' 
' ' 
• 
--'7 -.. , 
The 
.I ' 7 
wimple is not indisputably·atter the·custo~ of fashionable 
' '~ " women---it·is interesting that Miss Power speaks of Hcornered i, 
. \ 
t 
~ head crests" and "spread~out veils"· as being fashionable, 
but not "fluted" wimples. 153 The cloak-is not described as 




necessarily a sign of elegant worldliness. From what .Ohaucer ,, 
• ; ' • ' -' :,·, -~ ••• y. ,--,·, 
. 
says, .it seems the ~ioress' s dress is careful, perhaps ~ 
trifle too· careful, and since it accords well with her at-
. tention to _the niceties of courtly courtesy, there is .prob-· 
ably the hint of only gentle satire in _it. 
· · As r·egards t·he Prioress:' s broad, high tc>rehead, 
- ~ grey and . sparkling eyes, well-proportioned nose, and · so.ft,, 
i:,., ,;. 
' red mot1;,th, _we again tread John Lo Lowes' well~beaten p~th 
. 
' to the conventions of the medieval romance_.· · Ma~,,me Egl,en--
tyne 's physiognomical details, iowes says, "come from any 
fourteenth-century love.r's description~ o_f his mistress, tr 
-
·· -and is -~tra.nsferred with all i ts~-~bJlushing · assoeiatio·ns ~-.. _. ,1 
,/ . thick upon it, .. ·tQ-the nun,.. •• without' the sugges:tion of the · .. . . •. 
. 
EJensuous,. H however •·154 . ~:i,el. :Bowden. agrees with . Lowes . - •.... ,•.;'"' 
-·--
- ...:..·. 
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that\Chauc.er .handles the ·description with restraint -~d ·-· _· ,. 
~-:· delicS.cy (stopping with "hardily, She was nat undel'growe 11 ), 






.··-·· .,~-.--··------, • r .-· _.'" -·-
-· Schoeck admits ·that the Prioress cannot help being beauti-· 
' 
. ful, yet he det.ects harsh satire in the description .o·t _he.r 
-
. 
attractive face ineQt-ar-- as it ·is ·presented .. in :the mode of· 




. , II 
""· 
· Since beauty seems to_be the entire point here 
, . (CoilventiOnally courtly as it may be) rather than fal.se · ----·-·--o.r~ L 
· ~. worldline·ss, . it is likely that Chaucer employs a gent.le 
• ,.., ' .' ,• 
, /\'.;, 
r 
. , satire .in ·making his c-ou:rtly· col·oring ·in--·the ·portrait~ 




consistent; .and he~~'- -at least, since it concerns a ma~ter 
which the Prioress hersel:t cannot he.lp, it could. sc·areely 
be· ·regardeil. as· h~shly satir-ical • 
. ' ~artly because ~he ~io~e.~.s 's .high, broad . fore-
,-.-"al 
head is linked 'with her not being ttundergrowe·, nr par.~ly 
'' 
: be~ause tt is uncovered; i~ has generally received more 
·critic~l commentary than her other physical attributes. 
Aside fr.<?m the facts that a high, broad, and· usual~ly un- . ~.: 
·.tur:Jowed forehead was typically characteri.~tic of medieval 
beauty as Walter c •. Ou~y and John Lowes point out,157 
and that John Gow'$r describes · such a forehead in· his · \. . 
. 
I • . 1 
r 










broad"' or ttmuch_! __ larger'~·~Sthan normal' Ii which,,, acc·ording to ' C • 
q,.. -
. 
-medieval physiognomy. inclicates · stupidity or ro·olishness •. · 
-
.. -; r 
_ But,_ he adds, Chaucer does not imply that the·Prio•ess is 
.Y .. • ,: 
' ' 
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stupid or foolish; that· ·1s, a co.nyenttonally beautirul. 
. . 
. 
.foreh~ad indicating stupidity would be inconsistent ~t,rith 
' 
•, the.beauty and praise of the other attributes@ Instead, l -',• • ' • \ 
1.·.,,· .. 
· · Oh~ucer s&veS himself· from an· "apparent inc0ngruity18 bY · 




·--- nat undergrowe," which means. after all that the PriQ~ess · 
·- . 
. . . ·'. 
·. · · - - is ''well-proportioned"'' and thus consistently beautiful.159 I • 
0
'tio~don Harper, ·however, disagrees with · Clark •·s in~erpre- · 
. · · ·.----... : t$.~1.on and t.hinks the. large· forehead, in its relation 
. to a largEJi· body· ( "nat undergrowe" ).- bespeaks a rat, spin- . . 
' 
. ,#ie 
f;Sterish Prioress, who is broadly humorous. nl60 D• W. 
. . 
. Ro·bertson .accepts the high forehead: as a sarcastic i~-
- . 
---
--· di cation of "stupidity ·or lack of ·discretion (parvitatem 
. 
' 
discretiollis)."161 Florence Ridley, howEt;er, thinks that 
al though ~ lack of discretion might be· app·lica.ble to the . 
- '-···· .. 
f 
. .··, .. 
Prioress, yet it "does not nece$.~a.rily. denot~. •·stupid-




·ooncerning the exposed condition or the. PriQress's 
' 
. 
.forehead, Miss Bowd~n says it "should·have been covered in 
' 
. 
the presence ot eOmpany, 11 i 6 ~ and Miss Power's evidence in-
dicates that unco·vered ·roreheads among nuns,~,.wer.,e as- rash-: . ~ . ' . 
. 
. ionable as higp.,. smooth ones ·were ~ong a·ristocratic lay- \ ______ -.:.:.:___ ___ .. 1· ·--· . . . 
women. $he __ s_ays, "High brows_ wer~. fashionable _in the ~ ~ 
. . 
• <rl • 
• . 
___ · wor.ld and the n~s . could not resist _liftin~ and spreadiJig ·. ~ .· - . . . -
52 











.-.:., ' ,_ .. - out th;1;-yeils. to expose those tair foreheads~ nl64 ShEi ·,··· -
' .. 
I. 
. - . 
-~-- ....... 
. · ~~tes. e~elesiastical injunctions _a~ainst such practices··-~ 
• ,.,r_ 
,-~,.•· •• ,-• .,,,.-~• 'r""' ....... ,..__.....:....._ ,&. • .-~ ..... ...._.... • 
~ ......... . 
. . 
. : .'( .• - .•. · _among nun~, which read in. par,t ~-~-\ __ · ~ -- { . 
• :.______ •, 1· 'r 
•, .'\ 
. 
. • 1 
. . ···-· .. 
- ---· •• < .. 
~ "J_·....:....:.:. -J: . 
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-_ An(l also _ that -none of \~ow, the_ prioresse ne 
none of the cournte 9 were no vayles of _ 
sylke-o O oand that ye so ·atyre your _hed&s·- that --your vayles come downe Ilyghe to your y~ne o 165· 
(Alnw:l,.ck _ at Anlteri~ke 9 _ 1441) 
~lnwick} saw with the evidence of his own ey·es that the nuns do we~r th~ir veils spread 
~;· out on either side and -above their -foreheads, (and) he enjoined. upon_ the prioress·o o o that -she 
--should wear .and cause her- sisters to tn1ear 
_ their veils spread down to their eyes0~66 
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-,-.- - ---~--------------, .. -- ---- ---~----------·---------- ---That -no lad.ye ne any ·religious suster 0 e • Pl'esume to wear their apparells upon ther hedes undre 
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. _/-., ~, 
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•. . . .,.. 
'; _I -
.. , ... 
_ suche lay fashiono o o·nether undre suche manour of hight shewing ther· forhedes .moore like lay people than :religious o o o,but that ther. vayle 
- §l _com~ as lowe as ther yye lades o -o o unless i tt be at suche tymes as they shalbe occupied in eny handycrafte labour 9 att which tymes -~tt-shalbe letful for them to turne upp the ·"said vayle · t.or the tyme ot suche oecupaconel67 (~. 
,~-l 
(Bi~hop Longland at Elstow,,.::;-·1531) 
• <-
- - _I 
.r .. It is evident, then, that Madame Eglentyne ex--
---C----a:;,;-·'~ 
.. 
·· poses_ her fair forehead after the dictates of medieval 
high fashion. It marks not-only a degree of worldly van~ 
-
. it~n her ·bu~ also perhaps a lack of discretion. But 
· sirice. this fo~ble does ·not involve a drastic departure .from -·_ .;~- - ' f- --- ~--- . . ___ _:____ 
p 
·. the spiritual'.:- ideal of her vocation, it would b8 'more in 








.. · · · .it as being gently satirical rather t.han -arshly so~ 
., .. - ~/~ Oll:a11cer clo·ses the Prioress's portrait witli a des-
- . . -- eription---of her fine C<lral. rosary, ·11 gauqed--a.l_ -with grene, tt_ 
y-on- which_ hangs a gold brooch _inscribed with the motto, ~ --·-· 
. . ~ . 
·~' 
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Eglentyn~ defies ecclesiastical 1·njunctions ·torbi~di:ng nuns 







. ' .. ·,/ 
., 
• ,, •• ,, •• j.. 
. '"~ ... ' . . 
\. 
- to wear ornaments as· ·Miss Power, Ernest Kuhl, and Miss Bow-
dell point .. out she do8s, 168 or whether sbe can in conScience . .~ I. • I -
f 
. - ' .. -.:~_t•)j··-i-· • 
.. . possess a fine'religious ornament without the hint of ex-









merelY use.tul b~t beauti~l". as Sister Madeleva Eluggests, 169 
it.-- will. be helpful ·1n u,riv~ng at conclusions on these 
subjects- to consider first the __ question of ~ow .. it may have 
been historically possible for Madame Egleptyne to come by 
· such a fine pair of· beads. · 
' ' . 
. s Sine$'· Miss P'ower says that it was very common for 
-I • 
; . .· 




·· left them by relatives and friends, it is likely t~~t 
'.f.,_:. 




Mac1ame Eglentyne hers.elf may -~ave owed to .. t one of her many-· fri~nds, who held hEfr digne of reverence, her "peir.e of bedes~- ·gauded al tti th grene 9 '' of small coral o 1/Jhen Sir 
. . Thomas C:umberworth .. died in 1415 he _ordered that 0the prioris of Coton 9 of Irford9 of 
--(, · Eegburn and -of Grenefeld have Ilkon ot yam 
_ · a-· pare. bedys of cor$.ll<j) as far as that I ,·fl have may 1aste9 and after yiff yam gette [give them jet] bedes 9 ° and \so also Matilda· . -. 
. ,.,., La.tymar left her "~aught er at Bucklan·d a set · · -
· of .'Bedys de corall 0 and·Mar'g~rie de Crio11- , left a nun of Shetftesbury O my paternoster of coral and white pearls which the Countess of 
. · Pembrok·e gave me • '170 · · ; . · .. - ___ · _ 
-~---...:;.-«r;:-.· 




- .. ,. . 
In light of Miss- POWer I s suggestive .. ··evidence·, the . 
Prioress's pai;r of beads.with its brooch--which.may or may 
. 
., 
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. \ 
~ . 
. . . 
. 
. . least· attached . to the beads rather than to her· person · ' ·~ 
• 
I pr~per-~is·not necessarily an extravagance that ill accords 
·.·.with monastic ·.poverty· or discipline •. _ Since it is possible.· . 
. 
. ,, r ... ,~ 
I 
~ 
. that the Prioress may .have received· the beads and brooch 
as a legacy or gift, .it should be recalled that tradition~ 
,,·. ally associated with the religious's vow of poverty is. the 
~ fact that. he cannot refuse what is given or willed to him--
. 
· 55 · .. 
. '~ 
.. 
... ....... · ... 
. ·-· -
and ultimat~}Y to ~.he entire community.· The religious,·. 
-=--"-- ~ .... , --
--- -...... 
-· . --·- ,·----:------------------r-· . 
-
cannot, howerer~ a ropriate for.his own use any gifts be-. ' 
stowed upQn him without the consent of his superior.· Inso-
f.ar as Madame Eglentyne is apparently a superior and. thus. 
- a law unto herself in this 
is neither necessarily nor 
roa(lry, fine as it may be. 




serio,~~:J.3 cul/!ble in 'usine; the 
But' she is/culpable, though . 
lightly so and hence the gentle satire, ,in that she public-~ 
. 
., ly sports it on he~ arm as. an ornament· 1n· a .fashionabl$. 
--
--·-· and worldly manner. It was, . after all, new-fangled f ash- . . · 
. 
-ions among nuns· which caused ,visitors to transcribe orna-
~ 
. ments as faµl ts in their detec·ta -( the rec.orded revelation 




1numiery) and which ~he bishops then inveighed against in I . 
· t.heir injunctions. { 
r ~ . 
" 
. ...,; 
. - >"' 
' ... ,1' 
. 
' 
-----~~ ----",-. ·-- -
.. .-,; !\ 
. \ 
What ·Madame Eglentyne .. herself may have thought of· l . . 
. 
=c ',\· \,. 
· .. the ambiguous- motto inscr;j.bed on the, brooch, however,. en-
.· tails a backward glance at her e·ntire portrait which,, 
viewed in_ .. retrospect, has revealed ·for· m~y cri tica:i tast1s,·. 
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• • • - .• ; 1, 
• 
• Alan · T. · Gaylord thinks of the brooch and its motto· · · ··-
' . - ., -,., -
-·------·~-· 
. .. in -terms of "strongest i_rony" insofar: -as the . Prioress's· -. ~1 _ 
(~-- . 
. -~~ - -~- .-: .. .:; 
;.: -----~-
-... . '· 
. 
• I ___ .,. 
· ,portrait ·-,"with both its omissions and comm·issions 8n prove$ 
. -
.·· ' . that she dOeS not understand ,H'l.-!hat c81e'st1ai love mean:S ~ Iii 7l ' '. ... . 
/ 
,, 
·.· D_. w. Robertson believes that the Prioress's amor is Hun- ·. 
· doubtedly consistent with the _smiles, the French, the table ' . • 
f 
manner.a, and the soft, red lips" ; 172 in e:t'f ec t, it echoes 
the iconography of the·· Roman de !! R9se. ~ · 
- - . - - . - - . - -~-.,.,.,...·~-~ ..... ~------ ~.. . ----· ~--~. 
Speaking histqrically of the convention of the 
motto, John L.- Lowes,explains it as an ambiguity in te;c-ms 
. . 
of a "pious -transter." : From Virgil, tor whom it meant 
profane ,love, it was transferred before Chaucer's time to 
?f Christiariity where it means celestial love. ~Whether tor 
' the Prioress amor meant profane or ce+estial love, I.owes 
says,.~ "I ·don't know; butt I think she thought she meant love 
celestial."l?-3 .Dom M., Brennan agrees that for the Prioress 
' 
" 
the motto was Hfundamentally religious·~ in connotation. 174 
In light of the ambiguity inherent in the motto 
.. 
as explained by Lowes, Sister Madeleva ·nonetheless thinks, -
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~- ~ meaning for the motto 'amor vine it amnia' or any ·- eye to its · 
cheaper· .journalistic value seems to me unworthy and incon- · 
sistent with his attitµde of c',pr-onounced .. respect ·towards the -' ' 
. ~ 
. . . Prior8ss. nl75 Benjamin Wainwriiht disagrees with·. Sister ·. 
- Mag.eleva- _and sets out to eomple1;e a job--which Lowes ·ap- -- · _. _ 
' \ parently -left unfinished.· Insofar as --- the Prioress swears 
--- __ ..4 
-- - I 
. I 
- . 
. . .. _.-,·-·'----~----·----- --- - ~-
· by Sa~nt Loy, who, as _Lowes poi~ted out, was physically_ - , ~ I . 
. , .{'.. ... 
•, 
·!. . '. ~ . ' \ . 
... -
. ' . ' 
•-~·. 
r -. 
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57:. I 
• • ~ ' i • I handsome .. 8.Ild before · his · c Qnversion fond ot _ ~personal ado I'D.~:_:~-· ·~~--__ · _ .__ ... I 




~.. ment 9 ·~ Wainwright believes the Prioress • ·s motto -signalizes · . 
. --~ ··-
-·:·--....... -




· · 8.rtist-saint," an ai"fection which ·humanizes her and makes 
· · per dedication to the religiou, ·1i.te all the more · "hero-
. ic. 11176 Florence .Ridley, however, suggests that wh~tever · .. 
_ _ _.._,.,_ ---· _ ----·,-•·wo 
' . 
- --
the motto's "'widespread spiritual interpretation, ,,.. a · less 
. 
. .. 
ambiguous motto would 1:>8 more fitting for the· Prioress. 177 






. · ess' s motto· is · it more necessary :to·r us, . as Pope says, to 
. "stoop to ~nderstand. 11 We cannot be exactly· sure what -she 
thought of-the;;--SJIJ.or on her broach, but viewed in relation_ 
-
. ' to her entire _portrait, in spite of its omissions., it would 
' . 
' 
seem to indicate foremost a celestial love. 
"' ti. ' 
Though celestial in kind, the Prioress.' s iove ili · 
It speaks of degreeis\perhaps tepid· rather than ardent. 
0 
. ' 
· · · heav\ bu~ lo~s to the world for a kind of supplementary 
satisfaction that a·purely supernatural love somehow denies 
J... .. ··:-- ,;-, 
--her and will not readily tolerate because of her 'state ·of 
•·· •'··c 
-religion. This kind of love is far from t~e ideal love 
-
--which one ·would ordina-rily .. expect·- from the .. truly devout - - --- --- - --
"'.___ ....... ..- ../ ,. 
•.• 
religi"OJIS. But sine e it b·espeaks nothing violent· in her · 
'• 
.. char~cter, tbe satire, thent is most likely gentle,. and. al-
-· 




though it _ ·causes her to s·i t unc_ omf ortably in the saddle, · . . . 
,.•, ; l 
· ·· ·• \ .. c-----·--c,- .. ·. " , 
_ ---·--- -' ______ _ 
..... , ~-1 
.. 
.. 
· ->~ · yet· it does not prevent he;{ from pursuing the- long road 
to Oanter~ury. 




_ With all its (orldly af'f'eetions and :CG>t1J?:;1y , _· . -
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.. . . ·· ~- _:~. . . ,. · \ innuendoes, the · PrioJ:.'e-3s 's pOrtrai t · must be, · to a degree, . 





· - -. . . ·_ .. satirical--gently _satirical • . · Ohauc.er r~cords no.thing ·in 
· : : the descripti vs items of the portrait that is outrightly t.,. . 
·, .• .. 'or -gros~l-y inim.ical· to. her,.·state of. religion· or her life 





~ .. ,. 
·~ -
f, 
·of religion; nothing, that is, deserving of harshly scath-. ·. 
... . ., 
;ng satire. ' ,I . ' 
----.··-··-; 
It is noteworthy that\r-Miss Power, with her -eGen-.- · 
si,ve knowledg~ gained trom an exhaust! vely close scrutiny 
. . . 





.. '"1 .·· •. 
The detecta made to·a bishop were, and were intended to be, revelations of faults;·it 
was not the ,.function of the _?pishop 's clerk 
.to -catalogue virtues o o o It must always be 
· remembered 9 . in estimating the. state of a -.... , . ~ house [or the state of a nun) from a set of detecta and injunctions 9 that though they , 
are i~dubi tably the truth9 they are not the .: 
· whole trutho Goodness is after all _ largely 
a matter o:t proportion" o o There ·were probably-
virtues of k;indnsss 9 piety and a brave,strug-
-gle against poverty 9 which would counter~ balance (.if we · knew. them) 9 the un.tavorable 
. impression left by a ··string of accusations~ Moreover by tar the larger number of the . 
· detecta witness to a grot11ing _worldliness and .. to minor breaches of the rule 9 rather. than -.· to --serious moral de.f.eets o o o The immorality, bad -temper and financial mismanag,ement revealed··, 
at .. some houses would -be reprene:hsible in all" 
communities at all ages; but_ in .themselves . 
.. ,boarders 9 - pretty clothes, pet dogs and at-
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-:·-proportion· .. and an understanding··.or human .natuPe, Miss J·· ·; ~,.- · .. , .• -: _ 
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· of humorous obser~ation, sympathetic without being ideal- _ · 
, ized,·gently Sarcastic without being bitter~"l79 
-
-
- . r' ' 
. 




" .... ' 
. 
~- - medieval nuns in general--.an" as regards Ma~arne Eglentyn~ - -.- - .. -' ' 1 .. 
- .. -
C • 
·as a particularly typical Prioress of the middle ages--the 
-_ best we CfP.l· say of the wor.ldly affections and frivolities 
. 
'• 
' revealed ~n-her.portrait is that -~hey are but minor in-
.. ·~ . 
- . \ . -
,' ' 
I 
- ,_ .-' -·· -
-
·,., .. 
- ._-.-.··-- '-~----- ., 
. ~raetions of the Rule, of' th_e eacles~astical inj·unctions, 
-
arid of the true spirit of religious profession; the worst,-- ' -
that they are sm~l;L but serious hindrances to the attain-
ment or spiri.tual perf eetion, which _ by virtue of her pro-
" fession, -she is essentially obligated to strive --for. 
.. 
Expressed -i~~terms of the soul·.·-which has an at- ~ ... 
tachment fo"!! or an indulgence in imperfections, Saint 
• I 
John of the Cross anagogically describes_"the- woret" that· 
can be sai.d of_ the Prioress's condition: 
..... 
'n 
" Any one _of. these imperfections-, if the soul·· · has bee ome attached and habituated to it, is . of". o o great harm te its growth and progress in 
_virtue o o o For as· long as it_ has this there is 
-~· no possibility that it will make progress in 
_: perfectiong even ·though the imperfection be ·---:- ·""" extf·emely_ $li'ghto For it comes to the same . t~ing t1heth~r ,a bird be held by a slender -cord · 
- or by a ,atout .onei -since 9 even if it be slen- · · -
-der 9 - the bir~ will be held · as though it i1ere 
__;__---=--~-- _ t stouto Q olt ig; __ .. true that the· slender one is the. 
~-- _ -_ _ easier. -to break; still 9 easy . tho.ugh it be, .. ~,----·· . 
I ··---..:...., 
the bird t1ill not fly -at111ay -1.:r· -it be not · -brokenoooit is .sad to see cettairt souls in. 
- this plight; like ric.h vessels 9 they ~re 
·1aden with t1eal th and -good_ works and ·spiri-
- tual_ exerciS·8So o .aand 
0
yet, because. they have 
· not -·the- resoluti''On to break with. some whim · . 
~--/t 
- . ,l . '--- --- '. 
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,:·• .. _ . 
- or attachment or ·affection (which all come: 
to the same thing) 9 they n~ver- m-ake progre'3s . _ .. · 
or reach the p·ort of perfectiono e obecause 




. i. . 
. . ' 
~ - . 
' . ' 
which God had bidden them. conquer for love __ -~------- :· .-- -~' ._ __ . ~ .,:_> 
·of Him, and which is nothing JllOre than .a ... ,~~$·_ _, . ;. _ .. -· 
l"'! 
-·; .. I. 
1 ' 
-- thread or a hair .180 . -
_ .: , ~ . I 
) 
. 
~ . This introduces us to a consideration of the coa--" 
,. 
c~_pt of. the -~rel~gious vocation, . which will offer something 
,F 
·-O 
ot a useful standard in evaluating. the Prio.ress's -charac~ 
\ ( . 
' <. • 
-
-· I , . 
....... 
. • . -
ter for reeligious worth. In turn it will lead to a con-




. it indicates s<>me3 • 0 ki·nd ef departure from the ideal. ot the · - ··- . 1 
• religious voCatio\ itself,· will attempt· to account for· the 
I •• 




in ~ffe~t, by viewing the definition o.t the compromised; 
. • I ; -I'\, • 
• 
1, 
-·- • I 
. 
'· 
vocation in a manner parallel to the.descriptive items of 
-
.. -~ 
the portrait, it might be possible to · reveal how the J?rior-
ess, as a.religious, seemingly makes the best of both worlds 
without necessarily being a hypocrite. 
. ~ 
By an examination of the religious ~vocation, pri- · .... 
. I . 
_mar.i~Y. in light of wbat St. Thomas Aquinas. says a.bout ·it, · \ 
·it will 1be d,etermittedwhat it essentially means for Madame 
' ' I __. •• ~-·-•' 
.. ~.,. J' I 
t..", -y;· •. ~, 
.- ''\\ " • I 
-~-·-· . . __ ;_ - - ··---· Egl.entyne to be a religious, W.hat her obligations in the 
' 
-·· "" 




. J · ---_:_ ·- ·state of religion ~ntail ,..: and how, if at all, she . ay be _ 
. G . 
.• ~ 
c,onsidered aulpable should she .tail to .tuli'il_· the p;re 
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When the Prioress Voluntarily sacri.fi,Ced · iiY:i:ng'";~,<~ 
. . 
. -
,, . . ' . . 
~~ 
~-~~- her lite in .. the secular or lay state, ~herein as a Ohri~- · 
~tian she was bound· to observe the Commandments of God and 
. i :~,. d. :'.. 
the Church for s~l vation·, for another · st~te--the ·state of 
•)' ' 
religion ·or ·perfec,tion--·she chose,. in accordance with t:he 
,, .teaching of the Church, a higher state of life. In· this 
higher state of,c,,.,re .. ligi·on, she would now be bound to . ob-
'-
_ ;,,• • • •• .-.•••• •0 N- •·-· 
serve _not ·only the ~o~andments rof God and_ Church, · b~t _ 
' . 
. ·• . 
in addition the Evangelical Counsels·s. or vows (poverty, 
" ... 
cha~tity, obedience)-andthe.particuiar 'stipulations·o:r 
' ~--, . 
•; . the Rule of' the Beneclictine Order. Of the Prioress's state 
of religion ~r 0per.fec~ion, St. Tho~B:S says, 
-
... ~· 
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Wherefore those are cal led i. r·eligious aµto--
nomastic ally, who give themselves up entire-
ly t6 the divine service, as otfe~ing a . 
holocaust to Godo ·Hence .Gregory says (Hom. 
XX.o in Ezecho ).: 0Some there ar,· who keep ; 
nothing for themselv.es~9 but saerific® to ·· 
Almighty God their tongues 9 their senses, 
their li.fe 9 and t_he property they possess •. ',· 
Now the perfe~:tion or man consists in ad~ . 
hering wholly to Godooeand in this sense lBl 
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. Henc-e--,~~"·'·the Prioress b~}.ol).gs · _to the state of.· per.tee.: ·, · ·. ·--· · -
. . 
tion insofar as. she enti~ely devotes her life to.~the- ser ... 
' 
vice of GQd. By virtue of this dedication, she.merits 
. ( . 
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· .. ·· ·· .. _. · _ .. ·· · in 1life :tOr her, must be laid as:f:.4e; she must be concerned 
: ', • . ···,•'·!"'• . 
·_: .. orily with the t~ngs that pertain·· to serving God.· 
• I , 
. ·\~ 
_Though . the Prioress belongs ·to· the s~ate of P~.r-
· -·,::.·:- · · - ," fecti.on,- is it necessary for her to be perfeci, in virtue,? ! . .\.. '".· 
. , . 
~ 
. 
_ -· ·or,, can ~-we le·gi tim.ately evalu~te her charae'ter tor religious. 
,-·-~ worth on grounds that . She shoJ1a be perfect in virtue- since 








St. Thomas' says, 
i 
· _The perfection ·ot charity is the end of · 
.. _ the religiou-s state. · An:d the religious 
state ·1s a school or exercise for the at- -tainment of perfection9 which men· strive t.o reach by various practices a ooBut it is -
evident · that for him t1ho works for an end it is- not nec_essary · that he should. already· j 
· haye attained the end9 but it is requisite that· he should by some means tend theriili~. -· Hence he who enters\the religious state is 




- For the same reason he is not bound to fulfil.those things that. result, from the perfection of charity~ 'although he is bound to intend to .fulfil themg against which in-tention he acts if,he contemns them,_ where-
·rore he sins not by omitting them but by 
contempt -of themo -~ 
In like manner he is not~bound to observe 
a·11-the p_ractices whereby perfect.ion may .. ,be 
attai~<ed. 9 --but only those which are defin~tely prescribed to him by the. rule which he has 
., l 
_,. 










. . He who enters, religion does not make pro- -fessioll ,_ to be perfect, but he professes ·to, 
en().eavour to · attain pertectiol'!"o • (;~ence ·a'. · _ 




he be nQt per.f ect, but only if he despises to · : 
.tend_ to p·erf ec:t_icin .182 
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· ··ne -.!ri.ore.ss, 'then, is obl:J_ged. onity to strive- ~or.· .-:,. · 
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. ' . -_ feet in virtue even th_ough she al)ides in the · state of per-
f ec tiori. Moreover·· Sto · Thomas no,tes that the religious-------- -
"is bound to observe ••• onlythose things which are de-_ ' 
' 
' fini te·ly. prescribed to him by the rule which _ he has pro-
. 
- . . ... . ~ .~ . 
' , 
.., 
. ' . 
' ' /--.fessed," and of course _~he_ three V0"1S whereby "the reli- _..._ __ . _____ ..,.._ -. - " " 
. 
·gious state is titt1ng1y constituted. 11183 The Rule and-,. Q~ 




.t_o perfection_ as. the end. ~' .. ' ,, Thus· in evaluating the ~ib~ess_' ~ 
' 
' )-"' . 
' charactex:·- 1'-or religious worth, it is obvious that we must 
: not judge her b'ecause she _is not alre~dy an example of 






. cerned or despises to tend to perfection· that she must,· -
./ 
. ' .. 
r 
, J'. and can legitimately, ·be evaluated. . 
' ..... ~ .. ~-.. I I ~ -('. 
I 





a rigorous one for the P~ioress, and harsh critics may 
····- ,4 ..... Ji> • 
-seem
1 
to be just·ified in evaluating h~r shortcomings un-
sympathetically. But this· is not necessarily t~e case, __  
;f) - ,~, 
- to·r··:1i·- is valid only if we can exp~ct the Prioress to_ be 
alre~dyvperfect... Yet St. Thomas states, "a religious does 
not ·violate his professio1,1 _if he be not perfect, but. only -
. . .. .. -
. if he despises to tend.to per.teetio1;1.". Since Chaucer ' 4 
' 
. 
gives us no-- evidence on th.is point, it would seem to be • • I 
• 
·-
'> • ' 
-• t ' . 
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- tore e;ulpabJ.:e .• _ Th~re 1are other, -lesser f'ault:s which ·can- · . . ' 
m~~e' ~atis~!~~orilY.. account for her situation.. Th~ref'oj;'e 
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''·.,·.this paper will_ basic·ally view her as a·,reli.gious who has:. . . ' : ·, _)· 
. . . -· .·· ·. -_· ... , _compr:omised. her ··vocation. with· the t/Orld. 
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-,. · naturally from that ·o,f the religi·ous -v°'ocation, -_and to p~e~----- · .. 
. 
. . ~ ~ 
.. . 
!. ' • -
' ' sent 
1
i t · adequately as regards the · Prioress·, it might b~( 
-~- ... ~.¥¥£9 
' . ~ 
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. ··-·· 
best fi,i'st 'ot :all -to .place it in conte':Jct ·.O.f what Ste Paul 
describes as •the conflict between t~e rlesh and tb:e spirit 
when ]:re says: _."For I do not the good that .I. wish, but the 





. Ac-cordingly, in th~ c-ontlict· or war between the 
~~~ '''.'" ,.)t,p; ":.·~P.-i\ 
"·.tlesh '"· and the spiri t·11 or "the old Adam _and the.· new mall,"". --. 
there. are, as Paul· Hanly Furfey suggests, four possible 
1 results: "(l) the· flesh inay · win ~·complete victory; (2) -
_the spirit may triumph; .(3)· the·re may b·e. a constant con-
· .tlict without decisive victory for either; or (4·) a: com- , 




. l • 
. • .. ,\. ... ' . . .. .,. . .· ' ' prQ.mise may be ·arranged, leaving ··each of_ the warring par- . .. 
. 
-
ties in poss.:eSsion · of a part of the field .. n185 · · • J 
• 
• 
Sp,,eaking of thes~ .f qur issues as rega~ds "pers~nal-
'I) 
0 ity development and .religion," Raymond· w. Murray·believes 
that.only ~n a few persons is there a complete victory "fJ. 
. . 
...... ••" ' .· . 
: ov~r either the 'flesh or the sp!~it. 11Most or mankind, 11• .\.. 
. 




' he says, "remain _either in ~- uneasy state- of continuous 
r-
. 
_, . acti,ve battle between ·the flesh "and t·he spirit, . with the 
. __ ,_ •. ·-···----z ... · • . 
«·.-, .• , •. , .. ,,.,-.... 
. : ··~-, .. ,........... ~ 
·• 
'. . ..: --.... · \- : 
... · 
·-issue ever in doubt, or "(etfeetJ a· compromiS~.··· · ;The s),1- ·. t .· 
~ 
.... 
·~"":"...::..V,;r.£.t"""1•'!::..'?' . ut~on,ot·compromise 9 he .f~rthermore states,. "J.n which ·-:- \~-·---
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· ~.1 .. · . manki~d. . It le&ds to an <1ncop.SiSt8P.c;f, b.U:t yet~ it \~ennot •l>i,., . 
: _. be eall.ed hypocrisy since it involves ''~elf-deception rather .. 
. . . . 
. ·\_--; ... u( . • . 
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The suggestion here,,· then, is that .. 1t····:1s likely 
"• 
' I • 
that the_ c(?mpromised vocation, with its combination of 
. .· . '·' ~ 
. . . . . . 
.\ "conscious righteousnessw and unconscious self-indulgence, It ' 
.'eharacte:rizes the Priore-as' s own· personality 9 portrait, 
u', 
!, 
and Tal'8. It involve.s self=:deception. rather than hypocri-
,.J 
D . . 
. . ,,, .. C~ 
sy and would seem to ind~clite· that· instead of wholly de~ . _______ · ·. · · 
. ,. .. 
. ~ ~ ,. ! -
_ spising to t$nd to perfection,; 'she tends tow-ard it'· while · 
.. ce·- . . . . 
she simul.taneously _ strives for a degree ot courtly per-
- . 
' . 
fection. In this situation, her worldly af'fect·tons o~ 
pretentions ·woul·d only impede her progress- .toward the · · · 
\ 
spiri tuFil ideal inso.far as she neglects to f:ollow her Rule 
·-
strict·ly. Since her quest for p~rfection is at worst im-
peded or only ·momentarily arrested, it would seem to be 
more in keeping with an understanding of human nature and 
frailty to regard her, as.Chaucer-probably·does, as having 
.. 
compromised her·vocatio.n with the world in small matte:t?s 
·., .. ; ., . . .,.· 
. I 
_ _:___ .( 




_ and deserving of only gent"le satire. 1 •• -
·-
·-
Whether-.~ or not Chaucer himself, however, was even ,. 




. ,;, . ,-· . ... 
- : ·. ) ... _. . · ..... as ·_ expressed above, or ~·whether, or·\ not he set . out in some 
. . \ - ·::. ' 
- "' . 
-, . 
. - .. ' ._ 
;i.·:· Prioress· is, -of --course, uncer_tain •.. _ · Whatev'er the, -~case ·aay ,,_ 
.. . 
J -~e, he -none"thele~s manages to capt~re tl)e. essene.e ot what 
: ·_is suggested here. 
·. -, ' . .. j . 
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· ·it wouid seem,, moreover, that the compr0miS8d vo-' · 
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. . Prior~ss I s portrait. 
./ ---
They speak or, __ the tension in her _ 'char- .. 
' 





<ac ter _··:in -s~ch- dichotomies ,a.'s _ "the world and the c~o,1ister-," 
b, .. 
. ' 
- ·"heavenly values and worldly values," "the sacred and the 
~ 
secular, 11 "the heavenly court and the worldly court," '",the 
rt;tligious_face .and the worldly, courtly face." What all 
th~s inevitably points to or perhaps o_nly simply spe1·1s 
out in different letters is the· basic conflict between t.he 




religious vocation:- qn one hand the Erioress manifests a 
-
" 
"conscious ri·ghteousness". as regards her rel.i.gious state 
and rank;. on the other she displays an "unconscious· ~elf-
• I 
• : •,., ~ 
• 
· _. · indul_genc~". as regards her worldly af!ection,s, despite theL 





Q .• __ ·_ • eac.h of the warring parties in her nature ·retains a p~rt 
. of the _p_attlefield; compromise makes, this situation pos-
. ~ ':. sible.while ·1tacc~unts for the ambiguity • 
. ·-[ 




·however,, it will be necessary to attempt to apply the con-
' \. ' . 
• , "'°r,'t.r,;,,,• ..... , 





. Erioress's portrait to ascertain. w;hether~.the combination 
·•. 
' I 
. of ·0 conscious righteousnesa and ·unconscious -- self-indulgence"_ ·· __ 
-
' --··--·-----
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Once again caBtUlg !- backward gl~nce at the portrsf t; ' l ..... ,.JI '. 
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. ' : : we· may ·ascribe· to 11 consc1·ous righteousnes.s": the Pri'oress 's ·• 
I. 
excell~nt· b11t nasal singing o:t the divine.service;, an ob,;. 
. ' . ' . 
,,,,,.·p··'. - .. ---··_ 
. ~ I . 
' ,, 
· ligation es.sential to her religious state~ and religipus I •. 
-





; \ . 
·- __ life;- the carefully accented· French (albeit "After the scole ·~. ·-"· . . 
. . . 
-
,.. ·--- ' " 
. . 





tab:le; the pains to imitate "cheere" of court"; ~he desire 
. 
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\ - .... 
. . ... ·. · . 
. 
·' ' i-:_ 
' .> ' 
with monastic decorum anti religious rank. · As manifestations·· i: 
.L 
. ' ... 
of "unconscious self-indulgence" ,there are: the riding · 
--abroad on.a pilgrimage contrary to. the stipulation of the 
/ ; 
Rule and at-the displeasure of .ecclesiastical authority; 
• 
· the !'coy'' smile; the gentle oath; tbe ~weeti-sound·ing name 
.. .. .. ,) . 
. ' 
.(.h~wever she may. ~ave. rece·ive·d it); the kee.pin~ of pet·. dogs· 
' ·. :-· ~ 
and the delicate care lavished upon them; the refined "con~ · 
sciencen as it ·is reve.~led in r·esponse to suffering animals; 
--- - - .------- .- " - - -· - ------- -- - ·-
the. exposed forehead; the· .. coral beads with ·the gold brooch-
. worn on her arm as an' ornament--all of which indi.cate or . 
hint o:t either courtly courteey or: worldly .fashion._ 
Suc .. ;ti- an applicati.on would .tairly seem to indicate 
. " 
-~ 
. that the Prioress is ·more likely than. not a product·· e>f 
{) 
-
· C(?mpromise. And if acceptably _so, i-t should -folI·ow that ·_ . 
the c~~c~pt of the compromis~d vocation is a vitally im-
-
. ' . 
. 
. 
. . ' 
. portant'. .facto! in her portrai t--a .tac tor froJll which e,e .. ten-
. 
' . ' ' 
. . . . ,._ - .,. . .f' '... /1 - •• 
. sion and ambiguity /~n her · character (incapab.le · of ~ being 
t resolved) · orga~ically derive thei:c- ~~aning and strengt,h·; 
. 





··ultimately this concefit se;rves as· a·'useful formula to~·:,·._ 
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.dealing with ·the entire alDbiguous 
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Prioress 1·8 ·~ . 
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'1 
·. . . Et remains to speak of the , Priore·s~' s Tale. . Nnd ·_, 
.•• ,""'1 ~ 
;· 
... ... : 
. I 
' 
. •• • . ' 
. I · the basic problem to _be considered is· the ·weight it bears 
69 ,, ·: 
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' ··-. ,' . 
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in characterizing her. Such is·sues as whether it reveals 
. something new about her by unexpeetation or ,whether 1 t ·,·I 





_portra'it must in some way be accounted for., This involves,. 
of course·, the ,·question or dramatic prop~iety--that is, 
instead of considering the Prioress's Tale in isolation 
from her p·ortrait,. does Chaucer- indicate a suitability or• 
· · appropriateness between, the Rrioress of the st8.tic p~rai t 
(with its scant- references to devotion but ample references - · 
-
. ~O worldly frivolities,. courtly COUf:tesy, and· te·~der feel~ 
·, 
-~ 
. ings) and the Prioress who, when called upon by the · Host 
\ . . . 
to tell her story, recounts--after a highLy devotional 
Prologue--a devout Tale of child martyrdom, wm.ch.~more than· 
incidenta1ly __ includes.the cruel punishment of murderous 
Jews, a factor commonly interpreted among harsh critics ~~-
. ·~ . an indic.ation ·of her racial bigqtry or ~ti-S~mitism? 
' ~ 
In· ac_c~unting for an answer to thi$ question,_· -
··.c~itical· ·opinion of both the hard and sott approa~~es--usu-· ., I l;J- , -




· ~lly ·attempts to bring the · Tal_e· into harmony· with the- por.,-: · 




' Tale.r~as· a.ppr9priately. unsatir,ical; a hard view of the ·por--
-
., ' . 
I •• 
.\ I t~ait, hQwever, usually finds: the.,Tale_to be highly ,lif. . 
. I ' 
' 
0 . 
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.,, •• ,:•-.-',:-~._ .. ,-.,L .•.. ,.'.. r, ', ()., ' .\ ... - - _'_ 
······ . . · satirical• · In. ac·cordSilce. with· the C-entral. thesis of tliis 




• :•_ .:J;· ... p~per--the view Qf .compromise. and. the effect of gent1~· 
.. 
,-:. . ' satirec=c:,is it possible to.match the Tale to ·the portrait 













-attempt, later one, an app;J.ication of ·compromi·se_ and g_entle 





_With respect to the subject of dramatic propriety,· 
it was Ki~tredge who su{gested that "the Pilgrims do not" 
exist fcj'r the sake of the sto'ries, but vi'ce versa. struc-
- ? -
. t_urally regarded, the s'tories are merely long speeches 
70 





' ' .. 
r ....... :!"'·--~ 
-,~ 
·, 
expre··ssing,· directly or indir~ctly, the characters. O'f ·the ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
ll,-,' I 
s_8veral p8I.'sons .. n188 B. H. Bronson disagrees With Kit-
.tredges's theory and especially with his application of it _'j. 
to in<J.icate a suitability i of the Prioress 1 s Ta_le_ to her 
portrait on the eoft but psychological ~unds or a'. . . • , 
• -
I 
, "poignant trait of thwart·ed motherhood." Bronson, there-
. ' 
-
' £ore, asks,.". sit often ·or much ~oncern to Chaucer to 
-;:' ext~nd the por raits of his.fellow-pilgrims by means of the 
stories he gav them? Have we ,the right ,to suppose that, . 
,.,._,1 
·-·----. · -~~- ~--, - --beyond an obvious suitability,. he would attempt to· -suggest 
I' · unrevealed facets of their inner or even unconscious beings 
in: this·-' way?~', He ans.were himself ~'by say~ng, "On histori:_::~ 
· · , •· - > ----C. al grounds it s~ems more . than doll~tful. "189 -- Alan T. · 
' ' 
· Gayiord, however, finds Kittredge' s theory of s~i tabili ty 
···\ .. 
' {, . '. 
I ••• --
. "both sensible. and persuas~ ve , 11 and· he is. not, it seems, . 
,"" I 
., j ~ 
i \' 
. . . 
• I 
~ •. • ,~ ; .I ,· 
'· . ,, . ·' . . ,.;•· 
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' '' r 
. 
' ' 
.' . ' .. ·· tho.roughly I satisfied ... with. Bronson' :s suggestion . that.' the . ' 





· · ··· .. ~dramatis Rersoriae theory of, the 'General Prologue 9 can · , . · · . , . ' ·:r .. 
·' '
1 
' ~ ' ' • ·•' ' • • 
. .~- ' , 190: ' ' ' . ' . " , .. }:' :_·,._· ;·~ .. only be taken so far0au So, should one find between the ... . .. \.\ . :,, ... 
. ··--·· . . 
- ' . '. , 
., .. 
.· ·----~---·· Pr~oress ' s male aiJ.d ·. ·her ·portrait more· thiµr an in obvious · -- · · .:. .. _ 
•' ·- ,•· . 
' 
• • ·' I 











laast more ob;je9,.tively than ,sub;jeetively verified and the -
. .. 
. 
inference~t if any, legitimate rather than illegitimate·.1' 1·. J, ' 
' i 
·Although ~itt_redge finds .the "infinitely pathetic"-
' 
.. Tale suitable to the Prioress because or affecting but 
. 
ihwarted·maternal instinets,192 yet Sister Madel~va be-
. lieves it ful.tills the devotional expectation Of the por-
trait since· Chaucer himself may· have heard such Et devout 
_legend from a· nun,, as· she herself did as a child .in a i' 
· parochial school. l 93 F ~ N. · Robinson., likewise aware of · 
I 
. the Tale's -devotional quality, :rinds , it to ,be a "pertect 
.. 
. a~aptation"; that it serves "admirabl~ to co~plete th~ 
. po~~rait 11 ; in effect, that Chauee·r, ~-•in the interest of · _ -.. 
dramatic propriety" checked his humor and "in a .spirit ot. --




. echoes ''~er religious· devotion, her elegance and retin~ment, .·J , 
(I 
' '. f'" -
·- i 




... . ! 
1 . " 
). 
~er 'conscience~·· and ten·dr~_- herte '--unhappily not incom- · 
-- patible with a bigoted hatred for the 'cursed .Jewes. '"194 . . 




- ---• ,L ot the Tale, suggests that 'a courtly Tale would~ b~ m~re 
-· fittingly consiste~t wi.,th the Prioress!.~- chaD;aeterization 





' . • . ,.:*; ' to· .the Priores,s because as a· nun "she seems a suitable t·· . 
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. . . . · t··i: ·p~rson to tell 1t," and that the courtly or worldly 










! . i 
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. 
. - . n , . 
. . ' p :1 ·, . . . ' . ' . 
·· ·- ; ---- · characterization of her 1·n th_e _portrait is- "'simply ·drop~-·. · · ., 
- ·_.. i. -~ :.\ .. :-•,,.,:,Ped . or· f o~gotten• nl 95 . : Though the P.riore~s · of the portrait •:-<=> 
--· - . -· -
. r! 
,.:".......... . 
.,. I • • ,-.,,~. .... r 
I 
. ._. \ 
.I 
~·-· 
. - ,'! • 
'" 
(~ 
.: > ·-~ may be 'courtly or ·a "woman. of th~ world; t-U B. "F. Huppe' ... ·.· . _./ '. \ .. I; 
' '.· . . 
. ~ .... -' ; . . . •, . . f 
. . . 
thinks the Tale sui .. table_ because·· of its basically· -_devotiQn• · · ' ·1 I 
al theme, and that in recount~ng it instead of a bawdy o:p.e, 
. 
. 
.,. ~ ' 
."\;he Prioress ~oes not,. "betray ••• the monastic ideal" or her·, 
. " ,. ' 
-own dignity. To the contrary; ... with .the· _conceptcs .of "vir.;. -
_, 
ginity and martyrdomn before her I as realities-, she aquits 
herself admirably with 'ber story t,md "show~c her awareness 
~f the
1
'.contemplative ideal and reveals her .f'aith. 11196 Mis$ 
Ridley also finds the Tale !~.admirably fitted ~o ·the tel-
·.· ie'r's vocation9 her pie.ty, and her dignity,nil9? and Paul 
G. , Ruggiers- that "it belongs to the category of art which 
we· call t~e pathetic·," and as such -it "extends the senti-
. •"".r . 
·' ., 
ment- :_expressed ip the 'General Prologue ' : the Prioress is 
allheart. 11198 Sherman Hawkins, however, who regards the 
Prioress's affections in the portrait.as indicating child-, 
,;:, 
ishness (though he-admits this is not our "tirst impression" 
,• J.> ., 
., 
0~ her), be+ieves that thee Tale reveals by dramatic silr- · 
prise· that th~ Prioress is·_ 11c_hildish in .the realistic, not 
' -
- the sentimental sense. u, In· her predilection· for di.minui- ---
tives and. in the ·comparison of herseir···to ·a "child of_ twel.t 
[ 
} 
... \. .· I 
' . l ! 
\ 
\ 




·.r . __ ,,~~- • month oold,. · ~r 'lesse.u in- the Px-ologue to her Tal~, -Hawkins 
- ·-·----. -· . ij 
. ~--·--
•. .. " . ' ~ . recognizes that .. she is' not "-weaned from. her childish de-. ' ,· 
··-·-., 
' . ~fl . 
... 
Jf, 
, I I· 
. ' I, 
. '' light·in miraculous stories 11 and·that her.Tale "of a child 
. 
. . . - ' . ' . 
-
and it's grQw~h- is titted, · t.o . thg telier with .. exact dee orwn. nl99 ·.·. · 
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., 
. 0 .. · 
. . . . .... 
___ Though Hawkins regarqs the Prioress ·as_. childish 
. . . /. , 
. 
. ' ' ·.. J 
. 
. ··-in a "realistic· sense," Helens~ Corsa·holds to the.view-: __ . --
--, ··that Chaucer '11 isolates .her completely from the world ·of . ~-.. ....,, 









' . ,·, ' 











·· ~Ontained within her own world, it threatens ·neither hlr 
, . 
:__,., ______ _ 
, I • 
. equilibri~ nor.that of those around her." This c·ondi ti.on, . 
. 
. . t. 
.,. 
. 
. ~ . Miss, Corsa believes, makes it possible for the Prioress_ to · 
sl)Etak of· both r~venge . and mercy in her Ta\Je because of her . · 
- f 
:-- ~-. - ' 
''childlike sense of justice'' and '~hildlike inn·ocence." 
\) . 
·-
- t'. Isolated from reality, the Prioress is thus able to recount 
•. ~. l 
.;_ .. 
,, 
- ~ ·. . 




! " ' 
i 
·'t •• 






----a Tale: that becomes an expression o:r C~ucer's "comic · -· 
vision.11200 As regards·~ne's feelings not being in accord 
with reality, complex or otherwise, as Miss Oorsa·suggests . ~ 
6 
.,. is the case ·with the Prioress, is it not equally probable. ,. 
that_ her: Tale could just as easily b~c~~e a part of ~ 
' . "'' "tragic vision," as least for those who do not share,.,_ her 




. Up to this point, the Tale .has been found to be 
consiste.ntly and unsatirieally suitabJ.e. t-0 the _,Prioress's: , 
l t 
__ t_ char_a.cterization in the portrait because of either maternal 
' ( \)1.:. longings~ devotion, tenderheartedness i pathos., dignity o;r 
childishness.· Closely related to the _· Tale's purely devo-' ' 
-· _ ....... , \ 




.. ,. ·. . 
. ' 
.- tional theme, however, are --additional reasons_ whi~h would .I 
seem to qonfirm this s~~t~bil_ity: on ·histor~e.aliy religiou.s I . 
.. 
. ' 
' L~ • • • .. ~grounds. ~ister Madeleva points- out t1:l.a~ · th~ Prolo.gu_, :·to ·- ~ _.; : 
--- ~ . ·' 
.. \ . 
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. the Tale echoes pox-ti.ons ot ·the - Divine·· Of'fic·e· 8.Ild· the Ot~ 
,.,. 
. . ~ ' 
'· . 
. '. 
_.. ,. '. .~ 






· fice or the Blessed. Virgin, 201 and Marie· P. oHamiltoll . · 
. .'.·· r 
. 
, .. ,,..,, 
. 
. '\ · .· .. ·. :notices ·that not only the .. Brol.ogue but a·lso the enti:re · : . . ·.I ., . 
.. . 








·. · • .. _c:: ~~_le ot the mar,tyred. boy· child· reflaetsr the liturgy fop 
.. 
. . 





.. celebrates on -the twenty=eighth 01' Decembe~. · Th·e Prioress· 
w.ould be aware 0£ these sources as was Chaucer who-, Miss • p b .~ ~\/ ,, , .. 
,. 
• (f • Hamil ton further suggests, perh·aps heard the legend as a 
- _...- <' 
.".sermon on Innocent's Day·, p·r'tibably ••• preached by a boy··· 
' 
, 
· bi.shop, ·a little" clergeon," as was customarily done during 
.the miO.dle ages. 202 Miss Eckenstei.n, moreover, points out 
that since c-onvents usually containe·d a yarie!}y ·or -devo-
•• 
I 
t" ' tional books, amori'g which she cites legenda5) histories of 
saints, and the. martyrology, it is fitting that th.e-FPior-






the martyrdom o:r Saint Cecilia. 203 In monastic houses the, · 
martyrology itself. is ordinarily recited during-· and as · a 
part of the canonical hour of .Prime, and the account·s of 
dismemberment and tortue related in i"t a~e as grues.ome as 
. , :., 
. Ji' • · those recounted in the Prioress Os Tale and, .... the Second ~un '-s · 
~---'---Tale. One further instance of suitability may be adde·(l; 
'i. . 
. ··-·al though Chaucer may have been. unaware of it, ·yet pe~haps. - · 
- -
.the Prioress ~d the Second Nun may not--that is, that the 
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-.. --: .- .. · satirically suitable ·to· her po·rtrait; -on the othe~, .howaver, .. --













-·_. to b~ highly satirical. Moreover the c-harge of anti-Semitism 
. ·O 
' Cl :·· ----~----~iii :some form' ··is usually leveled at the Prioress and becomes 
~ ,· the focal point of di.scussion. 
'I •.;,.t .. 
Accordingly,·. Raymo_nd ,·Br·eston at· first r~gards -the ........ ·. 
i ", 
\· 
Pr~aress Is attitude toward the Jews in he,r Tfile as being ' ' 
bu:t negligibly-important.· ·rt i~ s.imply a manifestation of 
"the folk imagination ••• purified," and as such it is·· at· 





-··~: Preston is· ·movecl )>y R. J. Schoeck• s comments tha~ the Prior~ 
ess does not express the '' fulfillment of the spiritual 
ideal" in her po~trait, and in ·tact ~_-revea·ls in her\ Tale a 
·--. lae,.lt ·_ot charity and mercy• This makes her a victim ot 
. ' . . 
"pious hypocrisy," and to·· show it Chaucer holds· up- ·her Tale . . ~ 
(a ritual murder legend rather t:b.an a ·devotional legend of ... 





hypocritical. J206 In light· of these sentiments, Preston · · ,., 
~ ' ... now believes the, Priore$S,1 s attitude to· be an expression 
,, 
of a ·childishly enthusiastic racial prejudice~-an attitude . ' 
' • \ 
'. inconsistent 'Wi~h and disobedient to Pap.al pronouncements -
. ,,, .... 
- of the thirteenth ·centiry, which ~enounced -the circul,~:tiion · 
~- \ ,, -~ · of .ritual ·murders of Christian chi1a.re11.· by Jewish hands. 207 
' 






-~-The accusation··or anti-Semit·ism continues, and 
' 
' 
I ., .. 
:···-.If ~n'1D-~critics .. speaking· of.- the ;Frio·ress are.- generally 
'' ' 
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-· .. -· . 
-Worldly ~lit g.en~le. Prtoress ·· reveale-d in- the portrait iron~ .. 
11 
ically shows her tr~~ characte.r in the Tale by giving ttvent .. ~ 1 • 
·, . 
··--
.· tO her· iritense· and vehement bigotJzy o:t' the Jewso "~98 · E. · T. \ 
/ Donaldson agrees,. alld adds that sinQ·e the Pl'ioress i~ tt·tmy'-
- \ . 
,-
.- - .. . 
.,. . ,:: 
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', .... ,... ... ~ ...... 
- ' 
.. ' thing bUt a per:feCt nun, II and .that Only the· innOC&~t Will ,· -~ 
- ! ' 
attempt to "whitwash" her, - the ant.i-~emitism in her Tale - _ 
incongruously -express:es a vindictive, unchris.tian bigotry ... _- _-. . . 
that ~dely jars with 'true devotion and charity.209 · 
. . In his read-ing of the Tale,. Paull, F. Baum regards 
' it as matching "the reverent raillery 9f our first intro-. ' 
~ 
. duetion to ·the Prioress." C:haucer, he states, _with his· 
. 
. 11keen sense> of .the . ridiculous" intends that the Tale be "~, ' ' 
· read "as ·something less ·than_~_completely ser~ous, 11. and that 
there. is in it a playing back and .forth between "game and 
9r~est" consistently manifested in the portrait. 210 . 
. 
.. B. H. Bronson, in his suggestion which is equa1·1y , , 
.. 
as psychological as -Kittredge ';s, though harshly so, .says 
· of t·he Tale, ·11Appropriate we. -mus
1
t .all feel i_t to be, _for_ 
.more reasons than one<=>=not the least perhaps being the 
<> 
-· overt streak of cruelty masked ·as pious hatred which is _t_he - . ~ 
• 
···----visible,, obverse· of the rathe·r shallow sensi}?ility ~hat I 
-
marks. this nun's . temperament. 11211 And Alan Te. Gaylord, tol-
·1owing the psychological appf'Oach, attempts to match· the 
". 






~ating satire. 0 In .. his attemp-t he, shifts the-emphasis from.-··,-... ·.. _ 
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.. < ·< . . · ·. ·, This punishtnen:t he· construes aa,,being excessively cruel -·· . . • . . -tr 
" 
: · · · - ~ ·. -~d ·ip.dicative of a "br-utalit.y of attitude, action, and 
1 




" ~.:. . _ .. 




. ga~d~ the Prioress-' s use of diminu_iti ves and h~r tender- ·. _ -· · _ ··~ 
,3_1 .. 
! -







-mother--he overlooks, however, . the "ne·we Rachel" who swoons . I• 
, ... , ~ and faints at··her son's bier---as mere sentimentality which .... 
_o 
I 
• accords well with the "shallowness of bathos" displayed in 
, - .·-- -
~-..'. 








. ' ··-·-----· --·· - ~-
., . 
the- portrait. In et.tect, what· Chaucer _shows here, suggests_ 
0 
Gaylorn.·, is a combination of "brutality· and sentimentality". 
· in the Prio_ress-' s character; this combination is mani.fested _____ ·~--
·I 
both in the portrait and the Tale, and though such a com-
. bination i"i:i unfortunate,- none.theless it .is common in cer-
tain character typ~s.213 
Perhaps it is easy·enough to find sentimentality 
. . -
_~--operating in\J.'.both the Tale and the portrait, if one is 
. ,, 
. "" . 
. loo~ing for it. .But though brutal image~y -is pre sen~ in · 
,, ) · the Tale, yet Gaylord ad.mi ttedly finds it dii'f'ic~l t to 
account for the 11strain of brutality" in.the portrait. 
. I At . best, he suggests that Chaucer perhaps show·s it there 
.. by "expectation and omission of detail. n 214 Since there "' l • 







Chau~er· would proceed by such-metho-ds ·when it -cam$ to .c_on--· · 
demni.ng brutality in anyone (for the sake of ·consiste·n_ey or 
·not) r~mains doub~ful. - ~- _ . ; . , " r· 
.·· \ 
. I' '. 
-~ 
\ 
, r. I · Insofar as hard" i~te'.f'Pretati~i~ of the T&l~ streSs 
' \·_'J ~ .: '·. • •' c~ .• ,.• . 
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.. , 
anti-Semitism -as·_.such or. link_ it with ritual. murder le-,... <.:, ' • •. .. -
• 
·gends 9r·b,;utally c uel punishment.of.the Jews,·it will be 
· helpful,_ in the assess· ent _o_f critical opinion on the sub- _ 
. ·_:-::i~_·.·. i. · ·aect, to examine ~he problem ot anti-Semit·iSJD in more de- . · ~ -· . ,•' :··i,._...... .. . 
,.. 
. . ' 
I I 
tail and to toueh-upo~ the,function of the Jews as the 
· legend presents them. A,t the ·heart or /the proble~. is~the ' -
. 
question of the tr~di tiona:l ·atti.tude of the Church regard-
ing the Jews, and an answer.. ~o this should somewhat more· 
//' ; 









. In his stimu~ati:rig exegetical int~·rpretation of the 
Tal;e, Sherman Hawkins does.a great deal toward dispelling 
' 
. the notion of anti-Semitism. He -suggest~ that the Tale 
. 
. •belongs,to the world o.f the allegorical and supernatural 











' . -· . 
..... --
- fl. . 
is read "figuratively'' rathe·r than "l.iterally," the problems 
of sentimentality and racial prejudice recede. 215 Although ... I 
• 
~ 
• • one- may dec·lirie to elect a thoroughly figurative. reading· • -..," . . :· . 
. 
. 
. ~., .... " .•••. ,•4-\ . ....... ;" ·~·:: ••. of the Tal~, y·et what Hawkins says re·garding the Jews is.,. 
--
- --
• .(/•~ I 
.. 
significantly applicable 'to even.a literal. interpDetation • " 
-· ~ 
. ' 
~ In illuminating the position of the Church,as regards the 
. V • Jewi;J, _Hawkins· fOFQ_j.bly states~· the:·crux of the_ ~atter, saying, 
............... ,, .... , •• 
... < • 
.,, .. 
• 
.. · · 'fhe 'litel clergeon, '. who is ~ust learning- to· · , ... --- .... · · read, understands the· 'Alma Redempt.9ris' _in . ::_ . , 1
1 
.• 
. (: · ' · .. one sense 9 the Jews in quite ani:~'ther;, This . 1 • .. __ : -~ .. f._ · - difference .tn interpret"ation reflects the .cru-: .. _ .. .,.......--- · _,· ,r · c ia1 -· issue between·_ Church '11d Synag·ogue . in "· 1 
~postol.ic times and throughout the Middle Ages ..... ·"' 
•. I • 
'' ' 
' I • • ~ 
-- { (' 
. \~1 





fhe antagonism between Jew and Christian was· , , 
' • I 
~ 
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I \· ·, ' .1 
· .. ·, . . . 1 
·· • ·· · ;: ··, . not: primarily. racial. or econo.mic ~ut·' doctf 1har~ · , . · 
~---~--- ,,. -;·.·.Tlle Jews r_e·~a._1ned-fa1thtu~·-t_? t.h~ir 1_air1o·LTh. ey. _·. 
-~ ..... . ·. __ refused to accept -the Christian 1nterpret~t_io:r;t of Old Test·a.ment. types alld prophecies as- re.fer-
.... 
: r"\. .·· - . . 
' 
' 
. ' . 
\ 
. ' ~ 
....... 
' ., ~ 
.. -.... _ . ,, ring ·tQ Christ and- his Church(> . Hence Chr~stians · . ____ _ 
· · · maintained tllat they ·understood· the allegorical · 




-spiri t e- Ofc S_~ ripture ~ t1hile . the J St1S read' it . 
... d . 
. .. 
. . -----.:~. 
. ' ' •, '. 
. . ·: 
. ·\ ,· . 
. I \ •. · only· 11terally or 11 ·carnallyu o o o· · \ . 




. .· • 
. .~ • 
i · Thus the 11Prioress·u s Tale'0 drainatizss one 
' I a ' of the oldest and most familiar antinomies or'. 
· .. > O}Jristi·an thought 1and symbolism, the opposition of Ecc_lesia and Synagoga1 the new, and old te-s~:' 
. aments, grac~ and law. 21b _ . . . · . ,, 
.- < 
., ...... 
· It is w·orthy _ of notice, .m~rever, ·that· both th4;3 .. 
1,-~)4· 
I i;pisti'le (Ac_t. 6, 8-10; ?, 54-59) and the_ Gospel (Matt. 23, .. 
34-39} of the Mass_ for Saint Stephen, Protomartyr, w-h·ich 




-the Church ·celebrates on December 26 (two days. be.tore Holy 
--
Innocents)·, amply tes_tify t.o the ,1-Ecclesia-Synagoga"· _an- .. 
tinomy. 
In light of. t·he· Church's traditional position o.n . . .__ 
' 
1 the .iub·j~ct or Judaism and the attituq.e 9f .the Jews toward 
I 
Christianity, R:._ J. ·Schoeck widely miss-es the mark when he 
says that the Prioress tells "how.the 'wicked Jews' slew 
a- happy child for no reason other than his joyful singi,ng 
.. ~ 
. ot the praise or Mary. '' 217 As the Prioress ac tualIY° tells . 
I-', ~.. . . .. 
'· it, the little elergeon sing_s. the "Alma Rede~n.tptoris," which . 
' 
- - . / .- . 
. at the· core is . packec;l with Christian dgf-trine as ~·egards f ,, 
1 the b-irth of_ Christ as MesSiah; th~ ldoctrine is precisely 
what the J e)(s find to be_ anta~n'istic • · As the. Prioress. . 
I> 
· I ~L, 
'--.. • -
._., tells it, 
...... ·. ;. . ~ 
... ; : ... .. 
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Otlre firs!te foei, · the\ serpe~~-- Sathana~, \. 
. ' 0 • 
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(J • ·,., ! 
._ -_That ·hat~ in Jues he:rte his i:waspes .ne~;t,··. ., . 
. up sl,fal'~- and .~eide, "O.~ H~br.ayk ·peple,·· . 
. ..... . t ,·. . . ,allas! . . •. 
. . 
. !.''>.'. i";; '· 
- · · : ·_. rs· t.his to yow a · thyng that. is honest,, •· · 
-- ·,i · _·· r . __ ·-. 
1 
· · ./-.-~ .. . That ·swich .a boy shal walke·n as. hym le.et. _ . \_".····\a ... 
--- .· ·In··youre ··despit,· $.Ild synge of swich senten~e .. , · ._ · ... · 1 · '.. 
_ • • __ 
• · -.I ~hi.~h is -agayn youre lawes reverence?·'° · · : _____ ·. ' .. · 
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' , (, -~-he proclamation of Christ- as. hera_ld of· th.e New .Law. op-
. P·osed to the Old ~aw-"-causes the Jews to rise; ·up at Satan is l 
0 
ins:tigation ~nd slay the innocent child. 
,., 
Bronson:~uggests that the Prioress "coulC,..have-. r ·- -· 
cited all too ample sanctions for her anti-Semi ti~. n218 . '. 
But in vi.ew · oi.f .. the Ohrist1an doc:trine e:xpressed above, it 










.. teaching o:.f her Church-~_f or exaJ~1p,le, the ,, New Testament, the · 








.· J.ohn Gower,land any 'devotional legend$~_ live:s of the saints, ·. 0 
or sermons Which may have come her way. 219 ·To this list r . -~ .. . . ... 
' 1-, 
we- may add 11Jalter Hilton, who as Chaucer·' s c-o~temporary, · ·. -_; · ·, · ,,_;.,., · · 
. . 
. > , I 
... ~,.... . -
• i 1 .. 
. 
'. . 
·, .. : .• 
.• 
'Ar... . ~ ... . ' 
\. . 






. \ ' ··, .. · 
... ,_..., .. _,..,._ 
. \ . . " 
. 
.. •... ' ' . 
• ' I ,I ,, ', • '' ,- , .. I "' ~,. .. ~ . 
. . 
. 
.... . . \~·· . ,..,_ '( ~·. . . ' 
·!, 
.· _q, . 
'· ~ 
makes s~at~ments concerning the· Jews t.hat:· clearly reveal . 
' 
' 
... . the problem to be traditionally doctrinal rather than anti~ 
Semitic. · I1 his. treatise, Hilton. says, . 
' ' 
" 
!,, . \ 
.• . • . . . . I. . 
. I . - ,---"·-·" --""""' . 
-- · ... Jews . .- 'nd p-agans· _do -·not .,receive th~ beneri,ts 
· - .. o:t t!}e pa~s·ion of .[Christ] becau-s.~ they do · 
· · n,o. _elieve -in ito They do: not bel-ieve that .. 
·sus 9 · the son of the . Virgin Mary 9 is Son of 
·.:·,· .;/Goel ••• There!ore Jews regard the p·reaching of. 
· · t·he cro~s :an_<! passi,on. · of Christ as nothing · but · .. 
,. .. ' 
• Q 
' . .-J' .. 
. ':\ . 
' . 
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... - , 
· ... · ,. ·.·· ·,~a scalldal alld .a-blas'.Q-hemy ••• ·To .J8wsalld .. !)a:gans-·. 
1· who· do not. believe. in Hi·m, Jesus is .a scandal··~ ,_ ~ ... . 
· L. ·. ·and a fQllyGY ·· 'By· their -unbelief they/render . · · · ·· ·~~-~··· · .... · 
I i.\ . impossible 1'he recgf ormation of' their souls' • • , • .. /);C'.~~( 
and if they continue in their· unbelief they _____ -· --,: . ·. ··-·.-. ,;- .. 
.. . . . 
' i" . 
i' ~' . "' ,: . 
. ~ .. -~ 
... . ... 
. i ..... p 
·..,_ will never be saved@ o oFor it is .the truth 





''?. · . --:·:.: ;,_ ·- savedc==except through a bel.ief in Jesus Christ ·· "~ 
· ~ · . , ••• t1hether this belief be general or explicit. • • · __ .. 1-
·,, . 
.. _-. 




Si·nc e -this is· the truth it s.eems to me a· serious ~ 'I¥' 
mistake for anyone to say, that _Je~ss . ·and-. pagans .. :, 
may be ~aved by keeping their own lal11 9 . al t-nough 
· they. do not believe- in'\ Jesus Christ as the. Church believes o . Because these hold that .. their · · 
own beliefs are good and-sound and sufficient for ·their salvation, -and seem· to perform many -good deeds in this faith 9 it is sometimes as-. 
sumed that they will be savedoooBut·this is not 
sufficient 0' 10 o Therefore those· who do not believe that [Ghrist] is God and man can never be saved 
• •• but are ·doomed to the pains of hell for all 
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It should_ be recalled that, in his treatise on 
-L.,., 
. Chr_t~.ian perfection, Hilton wPites this for the instruc-
-· 
tion at an anchoress. -Since such doctrinal references to -· 
· the Jews were appare~tly commonplace in. -the middl·e' age;s, 
it is likely that the ,~iores~ hersel~, directly or in- \j.>,,'.:,. · .
'· 






would sui'fic'iently · account for ~er· attitude toward the· -·.;_ ; 1 :.:,: 
' Jews. Moreqver because Htlton dooms the Jews to 'eternal 
~ ,~. . . .. ' . 
be}l-fire on doctrinal ~rounds, it would seem th~t _ the ·. 
Prioress's. frequent epithet for them ( "eur.sed" )·· reflE3ets 
.. L .... 
' primar!ly the attitude of the.Church. To construe ;b.er f, 
,,.:,/·' ' 
' . lj. 





. ' ..... 
' 
. ly indicative of r~pial p·rejudice ·c~oun<is the distinct.· 
\--- -.··. \ issues of traditional Church ·doctrine·and personal bias. 
• 
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·. ·,_:_L ... -, 
. .. ( ~. 
· ·Bull ot · Gregory X condemning _the ritual· murder lfgend-· 
.. _. "1 .· . 
.~, ..... -,·)" t··::·,;·:•·••·•vu, 
' ' t..· ·> 
<- - • • ~ • I 
·. ',• .··,;,.:..:.,. 
~-and who apply it to· ·the Prioress Os Tale :as , suggesting ' : ·• ·. ·. ' • \ : i ' .... ' . •::--. . 
. .. . . . ... r : . .. . ". . . . . . . 
anti-Semitism, Hawk~ns .says, "This argument co\tuses two .· . i : . ~ .... . . 
. 
.. ·' .• ,. ' 
; .- .. related but di.f ferent ·· stories, t·he r.i tua1: murde:ii· legend. , .· --. · 
~-
. '•· .. 
,cc.• .. ' 
'"} .. 




,. ..~ . I 
., I'' " ""- . a Pope .( Cl.f>lestine V) as_ well as by/ the Priorees, · and a.p-
., " I 
. 
·. pears in several manuals c,; .Preac~ing. 11221 .... 
. . 
Hawkins conti.nues. with his elucidation of the pro-
,~ · blem of anti-Semitism. Oonc-erning the . brutal punishmen-t , 
" .• t, . ·-· .. 
. - --- . ;:., -- -- ; - --~ • I 
' -----~ - -- --~---- - --
' 
, . I 
.- . 
r ,. 





... o~f the.; Jews, which Schoeck and. Gaylord notably interpret 
...... ' 
as a failure of mercy ana charity i~ the ·Prioress's .. char-· . ~ · 
-: .. , <. 
r 
-
acter, Hawkins si:_gnif'ieantly says, 
.. 
. .. 
',; ,. . 
r 
. / 
. ·. ,· ,·· 
.. ' 
"'"''ll"········· ............. , 
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It may_ be asked why. in a tale about mercy. · 
the Jews are so unmercifully punished.. The . punishment.· itself·, .. though · savage 9 ·is. not ex-
ceptional.ly· s_O'io _. When a -punishment is speci-
.. fi·ed in the analogues 9 i the Jews are usually 
· burned al~ve o · At the level. of poetic justice 
-... • I ~ ;;i 
• ,,4, •• , the Je1P1s are served .. accordi·ng .to their own · law: O Yvele· shal llave that yvele wol deserves. I 
At the lev8l~"~or- human justice 9 also 9 the pro- · 
vo·st executes them uby the law O : Prudence. · - , -
tel.ls Melibee· that Oas a .~gu_ier persons .syn.-
n!th in takynge venge~ce! "ci,t' __ :~other man 9 / · •· ~ 
right so · synnet.h the Juge it/ he do ~o ven= ~ · · · · 
- . . 
g_eance o:r hem that it has dise~rved O o o o She, .. goes 
,.. on to quo.t~ . ., St o ·,Paul 9 who calls the prince . 





upon him that doth evilo q Even by .divine j-us-tice the Jet1S·. stand c''ondemn,edo They· only can. --------
be forgiven t111ho· forgive 9 · and that is not, the . 
old law; they only- can be . pardon~d who repent, · . _ ·
an4 Ohay~er 0s Jews 9 ·un_like those in several 
analogues, do not repe.nt.- They _have become 1 - . · ,:, 
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-. , cents, namely, the::. ·Tracto Alth<rSJgh· ~he Tract ·r\s ·not. tound· 1 , ·." 
~' ·.· . . in Mi~s Hamilton't di~oussion o;t the· subject, yet .it he-lps 
' . . . 





. .-- . 
. 
. \. ·<-~- , : .. ·to exp.lain the . ...,concepts- oi' -p.unishment,- justice·, arid mercy <~ . • J: . . • . - .. \ 
. .i 
• i ' 
' ) 
,I 
d. ,. ·.·- \L 
. 
· · 
· . in the Prioress~ s Tale~,-," espec:ially as they have·· a bearing \ . . c"'- • - • •l.• • ~ ~ 
I 
-
,.,- ~ -- • ------· -
upon the elergeon •is . sorrowing mother, the "newe .Rachel, ·n 
- \ 
. ' 
_._ -. - -.~-- ... ·: ' 
. \ . " 
~ 
..... 
--- ' . 
. ' 
.• 
. . .·• ~ ·~. -
.... ,. ... 
l ', /,.-- J. 
I 
... 
~l . ·,, 
who wi·ll not be comforted. 0£ these concepts in rel-atien 
_r;···--· 
to .. the Tract· and as .. it applies to the Prioress·' s words·, 
.p.,.J.• 
"1'he blood out crietli. on yoµre cursed -dede,, 11 Hawkins says, 
.•.. 
,. 
I . • 
..... --· .. ---.. 
_, 
.. Thus in Ohaucer' s. tale, the mourning of ... 
-' this newe Rachel' dema.p.ds justice;-and, ··"·-·--·-like their pro:totype 9 the 'icursed f'olk· :--,of Herodes al newe n des:troy themselves in de-..· stroying a:therso Ohaucer could- hardly use~, _ 
' . 
\I __ ... :>. 
·,. the liturgy of the Innocents wit.hout punish-; 
,,ing the J et1s 9 for it rings tvith cries for . 
· ve~ngeance g 0Vindica )Jomine, sanguinem sanc-torum tuorum, · qui effusus est super terram.' 
'Vidi sub altars Dei animas infectortm1oooet - ~ clamabant_voce magna dicentesg Quare non de-fendis sanguinem nostrum? 11 When the Innocents . speak in the.church drama 9 these· are the~r 
. wordSo o o~Or is the divine justice which a-
,venges them untempered by mercyo In· a. ser-mon on· -the Innocents 9 Augustine ttxplains. that the · sa~nts under the altar can in per-
. ··'-
• i,; 
' . I, >. 
-- - - -
-
. fee~ charity -demand the death of their per-
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t~on .may ·:be tur:Q.ed from evil . to good.~ and - ·: 
. th-at those to. ,be· damned may be _ spare·d ·punish~ ment for further· sino o o Tough dootrine==thou·gh · not 9 perhaps;-- too tough .tor critics ~ho re~ gardthe Prioress·as-sentimental!. The Psalm--ist declares that God perfe~ts his praise 
·that\··he may destroy the enemy and .the avenger: 
_ - for ··th~ Prioresses" God@ S, ·glory is shown both 
·
1 in salu_tem_ credencium et perd~cio:q.em odien-
. ci~ et incredulor!un' ••• 22, · · . 1._ . 
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In a:Cc()rdance .with the teaching or the. Church, it ~. 1 , • · ..•.• 
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.. , . 
..... t., 
. is ·evidently el·ear ·that the Jews .in -the ·Tale ·are_ justly--.' • :... . 0.11 
•.~ ... -... · : • 
. 
... 
• (~ • , .-':; ' r 
. \. .. 
.', ·,. punished without a. vioiation or· the law. o:r ~-charity. 












t ._, . ., II 
opinion on the sub .. ject: Germaine_· Dempster, Bernard. -F. 
. . 
. Huppe', Florence ·Ridley,. and ·even Alan- T. Gaylord· regard ·the . 
, 
a Jews simply· as uncharacterized,_ "catalytic a.gen~s that re- . ~ 
lease the energy of the miracle: n 224 
._;, 









each in his own way stress the idea that since the Jews 
-were banished from England around 1290 and were .. not for-
mally- r~admitted into the eo~ntry until- Cromwell.' s time,_ 
~-
.. 
_ to: read .the; Tale as evidenc.e of r~cial prejudice in the 
Brioress is t.o read it "from a point or view impossible to 
.the M~ddle Ages. 11225 · Finally, it might be asked that i.f 
_,._, 
' Chaucer intended the Tale to be regarded as anti-Semi tic. 
: l 
propaganga and the .Prio.ress as its anti-s·emitic mouthpiece,· 
i why woul·d he depict the Jews as murderous ·villians?' It 
-
would certainly $eem t~ have be·sn m9re to his purposes, to 
' I 




. f ·. f 
. , · presente·d them in some way as virtuous : or ~1epentant or 
even the persecuted. Yet, he does not; therefore bee se 
of this incongruity also, an anti-s:,~itic reading 







. Although Hawki_ns, in his reading of th Ta1e, dis- . 
pels . the charges o·f · ar1t1 .. s·emitism and sentl; en tali ty 
. \ "' 
. . 
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. I __ ,,· .. ' 
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t..1'·:.''•'·' • 
reg8.rding the PriO'.ress, 110 e'theless, he does not j.de.aliZe · · ;,, ~---, 
' I 
Q. .• 
· .. :•!:'';: - • > :' . .. 
. .
>_ •- .· ·· .. ·. ·. ·her• By stressing tra._9-,1: ti_onal religiouS thought., Scri:P- · .. · 








... . ture, and. figilrativ~/ rather -than me~ely literal interpre-ta ... . . ·""' , / 
.__ . 




.· · .. a, devotionregend told by a childish nun •. · .. · 
nee the view of this.I paper regards· the ~ioress.' s 
. "' 
' . . 
cliara .· erization. in __ the portrait as the ·e.tfect "of. the ;·"com-~ . . ' 
. 
. •... • 
. 
. .. 
-,···· · .. p m1.sed vocation and eschews an atiti-Bemitic_ or purely 
sentimental.· reading .. of }!er Tale, it remains,· for the sake 
of consi_st,.ency. and .dramatic prop,;iety, .to attempt an ·ap-. ,. 




' ) ' . 
.. p,lication of the compromised _vocation to the Tale. 01' 
primary co.ncern--w111 be to perceive whe~her or not the com- ·- . 
bination of "conscious righteousne~s and un,eonscious s:elf- . 
· indulgence::'' can be found· operating there and indicating 
gentle sat.ire. 
. . 
....... lo','·····" Accordingly, . as evidence of uconscious :righteousness" 
.. ~ 
\ in t~e ·Prologue and Tale 9 the following main points and 
.- · events may· sufficiently serve as illustrations: 
.. ;) 
The praise 
--~of God and the Virgin; _the repeated epithet, "cursed"; th~ .., . 
,·,rt I, •. .,.•) 
statements~-~Mordre · wol · out, certeyn,. it wol nat faille, tt 
·-
"The blood.· out erieth on youre cursed dede," "Yvel·e shal I 
' 









Jews and the descriptiotl of their harsh punishment;.the . \; . ' \.. 
.. - I . -




: ~ . .,, .. 
.... ' 
... 
stat_ement;..- 0 This abbo.t, which that was an ho.oly man,/ As 
· 
1 
. monkes been--or ell es oghte be--" ; the .. final plea for, 
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. ,,I • . ---.. ---~---. ,.,. . 
',--•, 
.··. In a.cCOrdance with her .s~ate of ·religion,· tb.e. 'PriOr- · . . --·~-- . .. \ , . ' .. ~ - ' ~- ~ •, . ' ~} ;!.~; . 
.. . ! ~ · , .. : eSs rightlY praises (tod "and the. l(iI.'gi'n, cries Out lilgainst · ... · ·. · • . ,· 
.·· ,, ·. 
,., -.. 
--------
. --: . ----=:;::::_;..,.;......_------ - ~ ' 
.. --:- ·~ 
Major instances besPeaking "uzicOnseiOus self- . -h 
'"!' ••• 
. 1, 




- \ . Bro-logue, of· weak-ability to praise the Virgin worthily-~ . . 
·. · -."Butt as a chi1d of --twelf month oold, or-· les~e,/ That can -
.--~··· 






sing the Virgin,, s praise during the. main; part of the ~ro~ 
{.'" 
• 
~-. / --~- ~ 
4' . '. lo.gue ap.pears· ·to be · suf.fieient1y and eloquently· st~ong) ; . ·;, 





the0 • innQcent .. c lergeon and hi·s so:r;r.owing mo·ther; the mention 
of the privy-pi·t wh~re· ·the Jew throws the clergeon' s body · 
' 
' ,· (a seemingly calculated heightening 0£ the callousness of 
· the murder); the tearful reaction· of the abbot and the 
convent during the performance of the miracle. 
These indications of uconsc±ous righteousness and 
~::-.· 
- ~-----
unconscious -self~lndulgence" do not destroy but rath.er en-
hance the Tale's d~votional_ theme and purpose. Yet, it 
--
. 
. would seem that the P.rioress' s mode of ·.rt~c ounting the , Tale--
! lier deep involvement in .its ,,events--makes her narration · 




a real drama unfo1-ding in her very presence. ;. Her ,"conscious 
righteou.sness-" i\s aroused mightily' to the heights of in9'." 
.., dignation- just as her "unconscious sel.t-indulgence•·, is'. 
'• 
' moved ·-deeply to s .. olicitude· and c.oncern., _ So ·~lively and , •,I 
profoµnd is the st·ory' s effect upon her ·that. in the end . ~ , "' 
''· 
. '~ r; 
. ~· . 
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She calls upon ";yong8 Hugh o.f Lincoln, slayn alsoi Wi t,h ~. · ~•,I; •;,J- • I ' , • '., 
·-
... ,\ cursed. Jews_-.·· •• but a litel hile ago1·~-actually well 'over 
. .,; . ) 
. ---·- . ,--.-· - .... . ' 
··. . ·. a-·-hundred years·· ago • • ' l 
• 
• 
. . ·----. ·' . 
,r• :-, .} . . -
~-·'. 
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.·' a. . ---...,. 
. 
One would ordi.narily expect some r.estraint as being·· . . . I . 
more apl)ropriate to the religious in recounting a legend • ' ' . 
········And th:obgh the Prioress:'·s co~scious ~raise· of God and the 
Virgin, her-hatred for evil, and her sympathetic response -
to: suffering are ·consistent with the character o;f her re~· 
.. _ 





'· .. · 
· ten(ler emoti·onal affections,· a·s the means of revealing ~e~ iedieation, seems to indicate an inconsistency accounted for by her compromisa. . .... ' 
. 
. 
. The point· is, there seemsr,to be no indication that 
' 
she.practices personal self-denial either in her portra~t 
er in narrating her. Tale--a self =denial important not . 
.. only for·the 1~ Christian but also, and to a greater ex-
.... 
~ent, for the religious. In effect, the Prioress, in nar-· ·J 
rating her Tale,_has. not learned. to master-her heart "when f· 
·it would burst forth into vehemenee ••• or dissolve into · 
unseasonable tenderness."226 Instead, she concurrently. 
·gives full expression to. both vehemence and unseasonable 
.. tenderness, to "conse.iaus righteeusness. and unconscious 
· · self-indulgence .• " 
~-··r: ·-.-- - ----. -----
. 





aff~ections ·or emotional .affeetio.Iis leads to inconsistency.· ... .-
And as in the case or ·worl.dl-y affections displayed in the· Prioress'\s ·portrait,· s<tii in the case· of emo.tional affections ' ' ·~ .,. 
' 
___ ... 
.. ~ . \ ._ 
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hypocrisy. At worst 
' . -self ~dec.eption that 
Inse:far as 
cation with the 
vie~of " compromise 
scholarship by sho 
(') pet-.f ectly devout nun 
on both accounts to 
Even as such she 
should one prefer a 
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89Power,· p. 61; .Sr. MadeleV'a, pp. '31.1-35 • . ·.. ·· 
90G~lOi-d, "Unconquered Tale of Prioress," 616-61?. • · 
. Gaylord 9 along with most crit_ics in general, accep·ts the· 1 Prioress as -superior of her nunnery o Miss Power 9 through- · 
. out her study 9 . cons·istently regards -her. as "head of the . house a, and ~i tes · St" Leonard Os at Stratf ord=by~~ow as a Benedictine Priory -~ounde_ d by William,. Bishop· of London· sometime during the ·_reign of Henry I \_Opo cito ,. : Po 691) ~ John Manly; in ~S<!lme New f l~t (PPo 2~9""204 )"~states that St. Le.on~rd 0· s was, ?ounde : ~in the . reign of William the . · Conqueror f'or a prioress and nine nuns •. n 
. 
. 
. . · Miss Eckenstein say_~, '':Lt is. worthy· ot: attention that while all nunneries .f ojinded during Anglo-Saxon times:. were abbacies~.those-fQun<ted after the Conquest ·were gen-eral-ly priories o , Sixt·y=f bur. Benedictine nunneries dat·e 
_t~$.ir -foundation from atter the Oonquest 9 only three of which t1t1ere abbacies [Gqdstows;· Elstow, Ma.llingJ o The Bene--.· 
. ~ctine Prioress was iri many cases -subje_ct to an abbot;. · · · 
I' 
. , her authority varied with I the,_ c 1ondi t-ions of her appoint- . /'1 __ -
93 1_ -r .. 
J. . 
,; ... ·. ,., .'' ;. 
ment 9 but in all cases. sh wa~. below. an abbess in rank. · · , .. ~"' .. ,,_ .... _. J~;c The ex-planat·ion is to be ought in the system o:f .feudal .. ·. · ._ ten~reo · Women no longer eld property 9 nunneries were · .·· founded· and ··endowed by loe)al barons or. by abbots o Where power from the preceding p~riod devo1·ved on the woman in 







·Miss Eekenstein furthermore believes that O:hauc-er' s. 
J ·designating Madame Eglentyne' s ncompanion. ~s the 0-other 
. nun' suggests that the prioress in this· case was a· nun 
·'herself 9 that is that she was not the superior of a priory, but prioress. and memb.er . of a convent which was under an . 
·. abbessuv (-OPo ,cito 9 Po. 204)0 In accordance with this sug-gestion9 Madame Eglentyne wouid be second in commarid9 
· and1 says Mss Eckenstein 9 the primary unduties ,o!, the, per-
"~·:·:..~&n'-- second in authority ,consisted in seeing thatJthe· hours,. of divine s«rvice were rightly kept~'ll e~opo eito 9 Po 370) ~ . " This is interestingly consistent wt th 'JYfadame Eglentyne' s own careful- singing of the ~ivine s,ervice 9 the, one ex-
. plicit reference to: religion·· in her portra.ito._ 
----. _ Yet Miss Eckenstein ~ s suggestion as re.gards.: the Rrior8Ss)!~tion· of sec_o_nd i-n authority is n_ot clearly 
< ' 
.. "' .. 
'. 
. I 
-~ establishedo From what .she says 9:. however i~ it ·se~ms to be the ·ease that a priory (rather than an·· abbacy or, abbey) .. could have as head of the house an abbess instead of a- · prioress.o · Wh~ther Or not SUCh B.' Situation · \tOU_l_d_ be . unUstllia ual is uncertaino · But Miss Eckenstein does say ~hat al-though the. Winteney-----version -of th~ Benedictine, Ru.le· WTi t- . 
. ... ······ , ten for _nuns in the thirteenth century cttes. nAbbessn as . · · head or 0the _;house 9 y·et nprobably because the-.:'number of ab~ · 
· _besses was comparatively sm~ll, ,,th~ t~anslator of· the . rulLe ••• in the rhymed English v~~sion- of ,-j;he 15th century, · 
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. . . '. •. . \ ... .. ··. 
":-•'_.__ 
•' . . .... 
.. , ··.i· ..... ··;:.·: 
• - •! ' 
·~·- ... ,. 
·· .......... · .·· .. ··. SJlea.ks 'libroughout of the 'prioress as head of .the nunnery" 
.··· ... -·· ··lOPo· cito 9 Po 366)0 Dom Me Brennan-believes· that if ,· · 
..... 
. Madame · Eglentyne 0 s community l@_t1a.s ·.small,. and there \ias no . 
· Abbess=-as seems· to have been the· case=~she was. first. in 
c-ommand10 ·(Opo ci to 9 457)0 ' The-pr_esent writer has fou~d no . 
e:v:idence t\ihich ~ould clea:qly ·establish Madame Eglentyile 'a: 
,., · yan,k of Prioress as ei the?'. first . o~ second in command. ·- ·· .. ·. _ , . 
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· ·· · · . 95Ecke~stein, PP. -391;.. 392 ~ · sp~hlc1ng ot the medieval : o - : •.. ::: ·( -
. . __ µ;tj.n,. a~. she appe·ars · in ··1iter·ature, Eileen Power cites ·.the. .- .- ·· · 
... _:_·_: _,... ·. a\i.'thor o~ the Ancren Rit1le ( though originally wri iten for . · - : · ,r_ 
·.:,·,~, -. anohoresses 9 yit appllcabie in .many parts to nuns: liy·ing in ... _· ... ---.... 
. ·_. _· _contemp.lati,re community)· who 9 in a p·ractic·al chapter on ·- "'· · 
· <:: .... '. ··· ·. · · :·:_~onfess:ion 9 . ltst$ among the· known sins:·:· rrncareless·nesso o. 
· ·""· · · · morose countenance 9 hoµrs 1·11 said9 false word 9 or oath ••• 
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· -~are-lessly looked after which we are using, or which we 
·Qught to take aare of-••• ,. (op._ccit~~ pp. 528-529). · 
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126Power, pp. 306-30?. Tlle pertinenttpart Ot the in-
- ;junction r~~ds: .· "·Item, because we bave convinced. ourselves by clear proo-fs that some _o.f, the. nuns 10~ your house bring · wi·th them .to church birds'9 rabbits 9 ····.hou.nds and such like frivolous things 9 where_µnto they give m.ore hee·d than ·to· the offices of the church, with frequent hindrance to their 
· own psalmody and that of their fellow· nuns and ·to the .. g grievous peril of .their souls; therefore· tie--. strictly for-· bid y·ou, all and ·several 9 in ·virtue . Qt. the obedience due 
.· ,unto us 9 . that you presume p.enceforward ~o l;)ring to· church . 
· no- bird$ 9 ho_unds~ rabbits or other: .frivolous things that · 
. promote indi~ciplinee ... Item, whereas through the hunt~ng· · dogs SJ?.d other hounds abiding within your .monastic ·· r· 
. , 
,,f ' 
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'precincts, the· alms 'that ~hould be given to the poo·r are devoured and the church and cloister and other places set .. apa.r~ for divine and secular services are fouly de-
L , 
filed9 contrary to all honesty, and tthereas, through their ....... . 
·inordinate noise, divine. service is frequently· troubled, · . ·1.• 
"therefore we str~ctly command and enJ(!in: you 9 · Lady Abbess,· in,: virtue of obedien.ce ;:. that you rem.ova these dogs al toSD · 
---·gethe·r and that you suffer them never henceforth, nor any other such hounds to abide within ·the precincts of .your . H , 
~unneryo . 
• I 
. ', _. ~ It is clear 'tiA~t· when the injuncti9n refers. to 
.;.·r hQunds as pets or hounds. as hunting dogs, inside or out-- . ,· 
--·.. __ · · side the cloister or cnoir or church 9 the emphasis is 
·. ~ . mainly on their disturbing the divine serviceo It seems 
··unlikely that the Prioress would want the careful entuil-
J 




.... ·: ·· · \ · · · · , : · •· . l27p~w8r , p • 307. Miss · Power . writes 9 . "T,he wording • 
· ··\· -. · · c,f Peckham• .s d~eree (also issued to the Abbey of · Romsey, ::j 
· · -- but prior to trie famous. one c~ited. above] leaves an openi·ng fqr the retention of one humble and very selfc::ieffacing . ·. little dogo; oDean Kentwode in the fifteenth century or- 1 ·. dered the Prioress of Sto Helen-0 s, ·Bishopsgate~ to remov.e · .' dogs vand content herself with one or two 9 11 and in --1520 




the Prioress of Fli~ton was bidden to send all dogs away 
_from the convent 'exc~pt one which she preferso O 11 
-
128Power, p., 306 ... Aside from the ".flagrant case" at Romsey in 1387, Miss Power writes 9 nAt Ghatteris and at Ickleton in 1345 · the nuns were forbidden to keep fowls,· · ~ dogs or small birds within the precincts of the convent ,, 
, or to bring them into· church during divine serviceo The bringing of animals into church was a common,custom in 
-·.:,;.· the middle ages 9 when ladies often attended service with dog ·in lap arid-men with hawk .. on· wri.si;; Lady Audley 0 s twelve dogs which so disturbed the nuns of Langley will· 
96' 
.. -.. . 




. : \ 
. . ·,: - - . 
be· rememb~redo.- Injunctions against- the bringing o~ dQ_g_L~--=------_, =-=--'""'-- - \ .. --~----~·-· - -- c:>;r:- puppies into choir- by the nuns·--are- also f"ouiid at Keld- ', 
~" ...... , ... "holme and Rose·dale earl_y in the .fourteenth century." , · 
' '·-·1 129Bowden, ! <llommentary, p. 99. · i 
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, .-~,<- l~OBowden, pp • . 99-100 . 
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147Robertson, p. 246. Robertson's suggestive Com-
ment, "The· .nun's conscience is, in effe-ct, consistent with 
the iconography of her" table manners 9 n instigated' the p_re-
sent writer'~ application and. ·interpretation of it here~-
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